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Abstract

Toward Intraluminal Force Monitoring and Automated

Insertion in Robotic Endovascular Intervention

Masoud Razban, Ph.D.

Concordia University, 2021

Endovascular interventions have been broadly embraced in treating and diagnosing

vascular and cardiac diseases. The robotic practice of endovascular procedures has

significantly reduced radiation exposure of clinicians and improved the precision,

stability and controllability of interventional tool motion. Despite improvements in

tools and robotic systems, intraprocedural risks of complications including perforation,

dissection, embolization, thrombosis, brain lesions, and stroke are still high. Studies

pointed out tool-tissue interaction on the arterial wall as the leading cause of compli-

cations and the associated post-treatment risks. Clinicians have limited knowledge of

intraluminal interactions taking place through the length of endovascular tools during

navigation as well as limited control over such interactions. This research proposes

a framework for measurement, monitoring, and control of intraluminal contact force

(ICF) of endovascular devices. This thesis presents an image-based sensing solution to

estimate multiple contact forces (CF) along the catheter/guidewire and delivers an ICF

monitoring system during endovascular navigation. It also proposes a semi-automated

robotic framework limiting ICF using image-based control methods.

The proposed sensor-less approach employs a numerical finite element simulation

of the tool using image-based data. Real-time image segmentation and tracking

algorithms are developed to extract tool shape and compute contact deflections and

pose data. An FEM model is built using nonlinear beam elements and image-based

pose measurements. The model requires tool flexural rigidity distribution as a fixed-

parameter input. Accordingly, a set of experiments are performed to measure the

equivalent flexural rigidity along the tool using sequential three-point bending tests. To

validate the accuracy of contact force estimations, an experimental setup is prepared

with separated contact point phantoms allowing direct CF measurements via a F/T
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sensor. The results show the effectiveness of the proposed approach in accurately

estimating multi-point CFs at the side of an interventional tool. In a second study, the

proposed force estimation concept is used to implement an image-based intraluminal

tool-vessel interaction monitoring system, which has been tested on teleoperated

robotic cannulation of aortic arteries in an anthropomorphic phantom. Moreover,

this study compares intraluminal CF with the total force exerted on the vascular

phantom to highlight the importance of monitoring local tool-tissue interactions. In

the experimental setup, a robotic driver system is designed and fabricated based

on the methods in conventional manual navigation. The FEM model is updated

to consider large axial, bending and shear deformation. Detection and tracking of

contacts within the phantom and computation of tool pose are obtained through a

real-time imaging algorithm. The proposed method achieved intraluminal monitoring

by tracking multi local ICF during procedure and building ICF contour on the phantom

arterial wall. Results suggest that high-risk local overloading may happen even when

vascular insertion force is low. The image-based method also computes structural

stress of the tool in practice. The proposed online tool-tissue monitoring method

delivers insight into the intraluminal interactions and is well-suited for clinician visual

guidance, robotic control systems, and research tool design.

The final part of the thesis presents a semi-automated robotic insertion framework

to control the intraluminal interaction forces under a prescribed safe reference while

advancing the navigation procedure. The method uses the proposed image-based

force sensing feedback in a velocity-actuated contact force control loop to perform

regulated insertion. An automated retraction-reinsertion feature is developed using

visual servoing of the tip to relax the excessive forces and extreme deflection caused by

friction build-up. The system switches between ICF control and tip visual servoing to

advance the navigation. The proposed automated insertion achieved effective control

on intraluminal interaction forces during aortic arteries navigation. Experimental

study demonstrates superior performance of the automated framework compared

to manual teleoperation modes with and without utilizing visual ICF monitoring.

Automated ICF control can minimize the risk of complications and enhance the quality

of endovascular procedures. Employing ICF as a visual monitoring also improved

the task performance compared to traditional teleoperation in both force and motion

metrics.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Cardiovascular Intervention Procedures

Cardiovascular intervention has been embraced as the standard minimally invasive

treatment with significant benefits over invasive open surgeries. Smaller incisions,

shorter periods of recovery, pain reduction, safe procedures for high-risk patients, lower

infection, less hospital time and less bleeding are some of advantages of minimally

invasive percutaneous interventions. Charles Dotter performed the first therapeutic

procedure of revascularization with stenting and the first vascular stent in 1960 [13]

in dogs. The first human angioplasty was in 1977 by A Gruentzig. Since then,

cardiovascular interventions are extended to different treatments and procedures, e.g.,

vascular stenting, balloon angioplasty, cardiac arrhythmia ablation, valve replacement,

chronic-total occlusion treatment, atherectomy and aneurysm repair, etc. Catheter

and guidewires are the primary tools to deliver a treatment or to perform diagnosis in

intervention procedures. Catheters are thin, long and flexible tubes that are advanced

through a small port of entry in the humans cardiovascular system and are equipped

with a stent, balloon, sensor, electrode, and other features for a specific diagnosis

or treatment task [13, 14]. Guidewires are solid round wires with a complex and
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composite structure which offer steerability, torquability and deliverability to attain

the path in anatomy where catheters follow. Cardiovascular intervention procedures

are performed under visual image guidance by navigating guidewires and catheters

through arteries and veins to pass bifurcations and to reach a target point. The

operator performs tool manipulation tasks, i.e., insertion, retraction and rotation,

under visual guidance while sensing haptic cues of forces and torques at the proximal

end. Cardiovascular devices are mainly visible in fluoroscopy imaging and clinicians

can visualize anatomy through injection contrast agent. Navigation steps and tool-

tissue interaction behaviour highly depends on operator experiences, understanding of

cardiovascular anatomy and the device mechanical property and function.

Atherosclerosis is the most common vascular disease which refers to fatty deposits

build up in the artery wall and results in calcification and plaque. This limits the flow

of oxygen-rich blood to the down stream organs. The main treatment of atherosclerosis

is angioplasty, an intervention techniques, which is performed through opening the

narrowed arteries to restore the blood flow. The narrowing of coronary arteries

can develop to a complete blockage and cause heart attacks. Plaque can form in

the peripheral arteries causing Peripheral vascular disease (PVD), which can lead

to distal ischemia and tissue death. Plaque can develop to chronic-total-occlusion

(a severe PAD) and, if not treated, may result in lower limb amputation. The

catheters/guidewires are advanced to cross the lesion and recanalize the vessel by

inflating a balloon and/or placing a metallic stent [15]. Cardiac arrhythmia is another

common heart disease treated by a cardiovascular intervention procedure known as

ablation therapy. Cardiac arrhythmia might lead to clot formation, fainting, and

sudden death [16]. The electrophysiology catheter is steered into the heart chamber to

map its electrical activity and diagnose the source of abnormal heart rhythm. Then,

an ablation catheter delivers a small lesion to near the pulmonary vein ostia in the

atrium tissue, which disrupt or eliminate the erratic electrical signals.
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As with any medical procedure, cardiovascular interventions are associated with

certain complications and limitations. The risk of injuries from catheter/guidewire

interaction with vessels is still high, which may cause complications such as perfo-

ration, dissection, and embolization. Moreover, there is complexity in controlling

and navigating cardiovascular tools with limited maneuverability from the proximal

end. The lack of force detection, intraluminal information, and restricted 3D imaging

add difficulties and make tasks even more complicated especially for novice operators.

Procedures can be more challenging in the lesions with torturous and diseased vessels.

Other complications that may occur include bleeding from the insertion site, chest

pain, and increased risk of kidney damage due to injected dye contrast. Secondly

there are a number of occupational health problems for interventional cardiologists.

High X-Ray exposure causes disease concerns such as cataracts, cancers and brain

tumor [17, 18]. Heavy leaded apron worn to minimize radiation can cause orthopedic

problems (spine, hips, knees, and ankles) and high workload in a standing position

[18].

Robotic Cardiovascular Interventions are developed mainly to keep clinicians away

from radiation exposure and enhance tools maneuverability. In a robotic-assisted

intervention, the physician can remotely manipulate and control the intervention

device from a shielded workstation, thus almost no radiation exposure affect the

operator. Robotic systems are successfully tested in several intervention procedures

for cardiovascular treatments [6, 19–22]. Despite the benefits of robotic systems

for the clinicians, the treatment success rates are still comparable to conventional

manipulations and clear clinical advantages still need to be shown. Other factors also

limit the widespread integration of robotic technologies in endovascular intervention,

including the cost of proprietary devices, longer preparation time, installation of

the system in the existing cath lab, a significant learning curve and changes in the

handling of instruments. The next sections provide a review of the commercial robotic
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systems as well as emerging research in robotic intervention. The benefits, limitations

and potential improvements of robotic-assisted interventions, tool-tissue interaction,

contact force sensing and control solutions are also discussed.

1.2 Robotic Platforms for Cardiovascular Interven-

tions

The robotic systems developed for cardiovascular interventions are designed based

on targeted therapy and devices. Current robotic-assisted intervention platforms

are developed for treatment in percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI), peripheral

vascular intervention (PVI), and electrophysiologic intervention (EPI). All these

robotic systems employs joysticks, buttons or haptic interfaces on the master side to

transfer operator commands to the slave part, i.e., the robotic drive. The following

is a review of commercial robotic platforms categorized based on the application for

electrophysiology therapies and vascular intervention.

1.2.1 Commercial Robotic Platform for Electrophysiology and

Cardiac Ablation Therapies

The Sensei® robotic system by Hansen Medical (Auris Health, Redwood City, CA,

USA)) is a robotic platform developed for electrophysiology therapies with application

in ablation and cardiac mapping. The system employs a steerable catheter built on

two pull-wire driven components, including an inner leader within a coaxial outer

sheath where the actuation of eight independent tendons control the distal deflection

and tip orientation. This catheter, Artisan®, delivers flexibility and stability to

reach hard-to-access areas of the heart and provides contact force sensing through an

instrumented pressure sensor. A haptic interface, IntelliSense® Fine Force Technology,
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is also integrated within the Sensei® system to provide contact force haptic feedback

as well as a visual display of forces. The applied tip contact force could positively affect

ablation efficiency and lesion size. The operator uses a 3D joystick and control buttons

to steer the distal tip deflection and navigate the motion. The 3D electroanatomic

mapping (EAM) is integrated into this platform as the CoHesionTM 3D visualization

module. The clinical report proves the effectiveness and feasibility of this remotely

electrophysiology robotic system [23–25]. The Magellan system was introduced for

peripheral endovascular intervention based on the Sensei® design.

The Niobe® Robotic Magnetic Navigation System (Stereotaxis, Inc., St. Louis,

MO) [1] offers manipulating and steering of the electrophysiology catheter tip using a

magnetic field generated by two permanent magnets next to the patient’s body. The

control of the distal deflection and tip position is achieved by using magnetic force by

changing the relative orientation of robotically-controlled magnets. The physician uses

an intuitive computer interface to adjust the magnetic field and precisely direct and

steer the catheter’s distal end. This system has been successfully used for mapping

and ablation in clinical settings [21, 22, 26]. The Vdrive Robotic Navigation System

is integrated with the Niobe® system, which allows remote robotic control of third

party diagnostic devices with precise movements. The integrated system provides

robotic navigation and stability for both diagnostic and ablation devices. The system’s

main limitations are the difficulties in implementing magnets in existing EP labs and

longer procedure times compared to manual operation [26, 27]. Genesis is the new

generation of the Robotic Magnetic Navigation (RMN) system based on the Niobe

design with an architecture that is smaller, lighter, faster, and more flexible.

The Catheter Guidance Control and Imaging (CGCI) system (Magnetecs

Inc., CA, USA) is another magnetic-based robotic navigation platform similar to

Stereotaxis devices. The system is composed of eight electromagnets in a semi-

spherical pattern, which can generate a variable magnetic field. The control on
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the magnetic field allows steering of the magnetic catheter and rotation along its

longitudinal axis.

The AmigoTM Robotic System (Catheter Precision, Inc., Mount Olive, NJ, USA)

offers remote control of standard EP catheter through replicating operator manipula-

tion on an intuitive remote controller. The mechanism is build based on manually

operating on EP catheters and allows for the user to remotely advance, retract, ro-

tate and deflect the tip of an attached standard mapping or ablation catheter. The

controller resembles a traditional catheter handle to minimize the operators learning

curve and system preparation. A reduction of radiation exposure during procedures, a

smooth integration with EP lab, and simple installation are reported as advantageous

of this system [28].

Fig. 1 shows samples of commercially available EP robotic platforms. Although the

current EP robotic catheterization platforms decreased the clinical radiation exposure

and increased dexterity of catheter motion, no significant reduction in patient radiation

exposure and procedure time was reported. Additionally, no commercial system is

equipped with automation features to compensate heart motion and maintain catheter-

tissue contact to improve ablation therapy. Since the manual control of the steerable

section of catheters in the heart chamber is challenging and skill-dependent, automated

and semi-automated robotic solutions have been proposed in the research domain.

Automated control has a significant potential to enhance ablation therapy performance

and improve patient care.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (a) Stereotaxis Robotic Magnetic solution including Genesis Robotic Magnetic
Navigation (RMN), catheter Vdrive and Stereotaxis imaging [1], (b) AmigoTM Remote
Catheter System with an ergonomic hand-held controller [2].

1.2.2 Commercial Vascular Robotic Platforms

The Corpath® system (Corindus Vascular Robotics, MA, USA) is the first commer-

cial endovascular robotic-assisted intervention platform for PCI and PVI. Corpath®

200 is the first generation of vascular robotics specifically designed for PCI. Corpath®

GRX is the second generation build based on the Corpath® 200 clinical success

which expands the application to PVI and neurovascular interventions. The robotic
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intervention system allows the clinician to sit in a radiation-protected workstation

and control the device movement using a joystick and touchscreen with submillimeter

robotic precision. The Robotic drive holds a single-use cassette placed beside the

patient and enables pull/push and rotation of guidewire and catheter. The The

Corpath® system benefits from being compatible with off-the-shelf navigation as

well as therapeutic devices including balloon/stent catheters and laser atherectomy

catheters. The use of robots is not limited to navigation procedures but covers crossing

lesions and treatments. Clinical reports showed the efficiency and safety of this robotic

system as there is no report of perforation, injury or death. In nearly all of the

cases, the procedure ended successfully [20]. Other studies using the system have

shown 99.1% clinical success in complex coronary lesion cases [29], a 95% reduction

in radiation exposure of the primary operator [20] and a 20% exposure reduction for

the patient compared to manual operation [30]. The accurate measurement of the

anatomy with the robotic system demonstrated a 8.3% reduction in stent usage as well

[31]. A set of basic automated movements has been recently added to the Corpath®

GRX system called technIQTM Smart Procedural Automation [12]. The automation

features are built based on highly skilled operator techniques and aim to standardize

treatment protocols, increase efficacy, and improve patient care. Table 1 explains

these automated robotic movements set. Corpath® shares no force measurements or

haptic feedback.
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Table 1: Automated robotic movements set integrated in technIQTM Smart Procedural
Automation of Corpath® Vascular Robotic Platform [12].

Automated

movement

Guidewire

drive

Device

drive

Advantages

Rotate on Retract

(RoR)

3 7 Rotates GW in retraction to reduce navigation

time in difficult anatomy

Wiggle 3 7 Oscillates GW to aid advancement and prevent

prolapses in tortuous vessel

Spin 3 7 Rotation of GW to efficiently cross lesions in

complex cases and difficult anatomy

Dotter 7 3 Rapid back-and-forth motion to ease crossing

in narrow and calcified lesions

Constant speed 3 3 Enables precise measurements

The MagellanTM System is another robotic platform developed by Hansen

Medical for peripheral vascular intervention. The system utilizes its own steerable

catheter, which offers higher controllability for navigation, and allows simultaneous

control of a commercially available guidewire. Simultaneous control of the guidewire

and catheter is a key factor in endovascular catheterization as physicians used to

manual procedures are trained in this way. The MagellanTM robotic catheter is made

of tendon-derived inner leader and an outer sheath and the deflections are controlled

by the operator using a 3D joystick or navigation buttons at the master workstation.

Although the robotic catheter allows the ability to access more challenging vessels,

the system cannot be used with therapeutic devices that limit usability in performing

navigation only. The other limitation is the high cost of the robotic catheter, as well

as installation and preparation. The system was successfully tested for endovascular

aneurysm repair and stent grafting [19], as well as other treatments including iliac

and femoral artery lesions [6] and uterine artery embolization [32]. The MagellanTM

system, similar to Corpath®, does not incorporate tactile or force feedback in the
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(a)

(b)
(c)

Figure 2: (a) Corpath® GRX vascular robotic system for PCI and PVI [3, 4], (b & c)
Hansen Medical Magellan robotic catheter system for endovascular interventions [5, 6].

master workstation.

The R-OneTM (Robocath, Rouen, France) is another robotic vascular platform

introduced for PCI. It is compatible with market-leading devices and cath labs, and

also features robotic manipulation of guidewire and catheter. The system benefits from

reproducing hand movement by independent or simultaneous rotation and translation

of guidewire and catheter, separately controlled by joysticks. The system recently

received the CE mark and completed its first robotic coronary angioplasties in Europe.

Fig. 2 presents examples of the workstations and slave manipulators of vascular
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robotic platforms. Current robotic vascular systems offer benefits and limitations

compared to conventional manual intervention, as summarized in Table 2. Remote-

controlled systems move the operator from the proximity of fluoroscopy imaging to

a radiation-protected workstation, significantly reducing the radiation exposure for

clinicians and associated health concerns, i.e., cataracts, cancers and brain tumor.

In addition, the operator remains on the workstation with added comfort without

the orthopedic risks and fatigue of heavy protection suits. Robotic systems have the

potential to reduce exposure to the patient by improving the efficiency and speed of

procedures. A more dexterous device motion with improved stability and precision is

also achieved using a robotic drive compared to manual manipulation. High-resolution

measurement of the anatomy, the accurate placing of stents, and enhanced visibility

are also points in favor of robotic-assisted intervention. Conventional intervention may

need several trials for complex task completion while robotic steerable catheters ease

the navigation. However, only the simplicity in steering may not justify the robotic

system cost, the modification required in the cath lab and more preparation time.

Moreover, most systems employ non-ergonomic master interfaces (mostly joysticks

and buttons), which change the natural device manipulation. The operator also loses

the real tactile and haptic sense of manual manipulations and must adapt to a robotic

haptic device if such a system is provided. Removing the tool from the hands of the

interventionist and exploiting a new device for manipulation may require a longer

training. Also, the clinicians may not be able to use their skills and experience in

the same way as in manual procedures. Robotic systems working with conventional

passive devices (like Corpath® and R-oneTM) add no significant dexterity compared to

manual manipulation, in which the benefit of systems for patient care still needs to be

clarified. Although the robotic endovascular platforms brought meaningful benefits to

clinicians, the success rate, procedure time and the contrast agent does are comparable

to manual manipulation. MR imaging is an alternative solution for fluoroscopy but
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there are limited MRI compatibles devices and none of the current robotic systems

are adapted for MR imaging capability.

Table 2: Benefits and limitations of robotic-assisted intervention compared to conventional
manual intervention.

Robotic Assisted Intervention Conventional Intervention

Benefits

Clinicians radiation exposure Exposure safe workstation High X-ray exposure

Patient radiation exposure Potential reduction Operator skill dependent

Steering and navigation Stable and precise motion Manual manipulation

Deploy stent/ballon Locked holding in place Devices loose during inflation

Stent placing High resolution motion Manual adjustment

Anatomy measurement High resolution measurement Visual estimation

Visual guidance Close proximity, ergonomic vi-

sualization

Struggle to see angiography

Tortuous anatomy access Higher dexterity, controllability Challenging, skill dependent

Orthopedic strain, fatigue Comfortable seated worksta-

tion

Significant with high health

hazard

Complex lesion crossing Stable control, potential auto-

mated features

challenging, skill dependent

Workload Less stress, physical and cogni-

tive load

High workload, standing condi-

tion

Tip contact force control Potentially safe, autonomous Visually estimated, risky

Limitations

Interface learning curve Need training, system depen-

dent

No extra training

Haptic and tactile feedback Robotic interface Real sense

Integration Need adaptation and prepara-

tion

No modification

Tool compatibility Limited to compatible devices No limitation
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1.2.3 Emerging Research in Robotic Cardiovascular Inter-

vention

Several studies looked into developing and improving robotic endovascular systems to

leverage the procedures safety and efficacy. The focus of these studies was on different

aspects of robotic platform including instruments, robotic driver, master interface,

control methods and tool interaction modeling. Robotic units are mainly designed

based on wheel-derived mechanisms and linear drivers with spring or actuated clamps

[9, 33–39]. Manual control of teleoperation for under-actuated guidewires/catheters is

not predictable and requires trial and error to attain the desired target in the anatomy.

The concept of automatic or semi-automatic insertion are promoted in several studies

for more efficient manipulation procedure with less tool-tissue interactions [36, 40–43].

A study successfully tested an autonomous catheter insertion system based on path

reconstruction within a humanoid major vascular phantom [43]. This work was done by

controlling the catheters tip to reach to a targeted point using a magnetic motion sensor.

The proposed system was able to pass the catheter into the targeted bifurcations and

retract it from a wrong branch. However, there was no control on the amplitude of tip

rotation; that was not addressed in this study. Jayender et al. proposed autonomous

navigation based on visual tracking of an active steerable catheter equipped with a

shape memory alloy actuation at the distal tip [40–42]. A fuzzy PID control algorithm

with guidewire force feedback was developed to increase surgical safety, decrease

overshoot and precisely position the guidewire by scheduling controller strategies

[44]. Some recent studies focused on learning-based automated catheterization with

different algorithms including learning-from-demonstration, reinforcement learning,

and imitation learning [36, 45–48]. The expert maneuver motions were observed and

incorporated into a model to assist novice operators in a semi-autonomous robotic

collaborative platform. Proposed learning-based methods achieved autonomous task

planning, safer tool-tissue interaction and reduced movement and contact force.
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Developing an ergonomic master interface and integrating haptic feedback were

proposed by some researchers. Takur et al. [9] developed a master-slave catheter

system with the idea of manipulating a real catheter in the master side to read the

feedback and replicate the same motion on the slave robot (Fig. 3 (e)). Ergonomic

master controllers are more intuitive to use and provide a platform for clinicians to

leverage their skills and experience gained in the traditional procedure. Researchers

also utilized other ergonomic master manipulator designs for mimicking natural skills

[7, 33, 37, 49–51]. Dagnino et al. [7] proposed an ergonomic master-slave system with

integrated vision-based haptic feedback through active dynamic constraints (Fig. 3 (a)

and (b)). Srimathveeravalli et al. [52] evaluated the manipulation motion and force

at the hand of the operator to propose a robotic system and render haptic feedback.

Thorsten et al. [53] presented a palpation system for angioplasty to replicate the

distal tip force of the guidewire to the proximal end in the hand of operator, which

helps to complete the procedure faster with a feel on size, length and level of blockage.

A master-slave tele-neurosurgery system integrated with haptic display and force

sensors was developed and successfully tested by Taminoto et al. [54]. In this work,

both proximal end and distal catheter insertion tip forces were measured and the

proposed haptic system was able to display either distal or total proximal forces or a

combination of both on the surgeon’s hand. This feature is specifically valuable as the

surgeon can distinguish friction forces and distal tip contact force.

Ganji et al. proposed a model-based control for semi-automatic tele-navigation

of catheters inside the cardiac chamber to reach a targeted point (Fig. 3 (f) and (g))

[10, 55]. The catheter distal shaft was modeled as a planar continuum robot with rigid

links and joints, in which the position of the catheter tip was found through the forward

kinematic calculation. A 3DOF robotic platform for traditional electrophysiology

catheter was proposed by Park et al. [35] to remotely control the insertion process. In

this study, the cardiac ablation catheter motion was controlled in forward/backward,
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Figure 3: Robotic cardiovascular systems developed in research studies: (a) and (b) ergonomic
robotic endovascular catheterization with vision-based feedback by Dagnino et al. ©2018
IEEE [7]; (c) and (d) a MR safe intracardiac EP robotic manipulator by Lee et al. ©2018
IEEE [8]; (e) master-slave catheterization system by Takur et al. ©2009 IEEE [9]; (f) and
(g) intracardiac robotic-assisted navigation with master haptic device by Ganji et al. [10].

twisting and bending. The manipulation forces were measured by a sensor or estimated

from motor current and then displayed on a haptic device. Lee et al. [8] presented an

MR safe robotic for intracardiac EP intervention via hydraulic actuation (Fig. 3 (c)

and (d)).

1.3 Contact Force Sensing and Tool-tissue Interac-

tion

1.3.1 Clinical Challenges and Complications

Endovascular tool interaction with the vessel wall is inevitable as the navigation relies

on wall interactions. Clinical studies reported vascular injuries including perforation,

dissection, and rupture due to catheter/guidewire interaction with the arterial wall
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[11, 56]. Wall injuries are more concerning in steering and navigating within tortuous

arteries and crossing through the complete blockage known as chronic-total-occlusion

(CTO). CTO devices are designed with a stiffer tip to satisfy crossing performance.

Clinicians apply high proximal force on CTO wires and catheters to cross highly

calcified lesions that critically raises complications likelihood, especially perforation

and dissection [57, 58]. Studies have pointed out other complications such as in-

traprocedural risks of embolization, ischaemic brain lesions and stroke [59, 60]. Nearly

50% of cases treated with carotid stenting have reported a new ischaemic lesion in

the post-treatment scan with diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) [60]. Doppler mon-

itoring has also shown a significant number of microemboli in carotid cannulation

and stenting in both ipsilateral and the contralateral carotid territories [61–64]. The

risk of embolization is also high in other cardiovascular treatment with percutaneous

interventions such as transfemoral aortic valve replacement (TAVI) and thoracic en-

dovascular aortic repair (TEVAR) [65–67]. These findings suggest that intraluminal

tool interaction forces stand as a determinant factor for procedure safety and efficacy.

The complications connected to tool-tissue interaction highlight the importance of

manipulation techniques. Despite the importance of tool-tissue interaction, informa-

tion on intraluminal contact forces is highly limited in both measurement and control

methods. The tip load of guidewires as the downward force causing wire buckling may

present the maximum range of safe contact point force on the vasculature. The tip

load of off-the-shelf guidewires are 0-12 g for coronary wires and 0-40 g for peripheral

wires.

In the cardiac ablation procedure, a specific amount of radiofrequency energy

is transmitted to the tip in order to ablate a part of heart tissue which is the

source of arrhythmia. Beside RF power and period, the angle of the catheter tip,

magnitude, and direction of contact force affect the lesion formation and consequently

the therapy efficiency. Suboptimal catheter tip contact force during lesion delivery
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results in insufficient treatment and overloading that can damage or perforate the

tissue. Clinical studies reported enhanced efficacy of ablation of paroxysmal atrial

fibrillation (AF) using catheters with CF sensor integrated at the tip [68–70]. Contact

forces of 10 g to 30 g in the tip of intracardiac catheters were reported preserving

safety and achieving uninterrupted transmural lesions [71–73].

1.3.2 Instrumented Cardiovascular Devices with Embedded

Sensors

Commercially available RF ablation catheters are instrumented with tip force sen-

sors that can report tip angle and magnitude and the direction of the tip con-

tact force. Examples of instrumented ablation catheters are Artisan Extend Con-

trol Catheter (Hansen Medical, MountainView, CA), Thermocool SMARTTOUCH

Catheter (BiosenseWebster, Diamond Bar, CA) [69] and the Tacticath TM Quartz

ablation catheter (Abbott, Chicago, Illinois, USA) [74]. The Artisan Extend Control

Catheter is integrated within the Sensei robotic platform in which force measurements

are delivered by haptic feedback and displayed on a visual module.

Several studies investigated embedding different types of sensing elements at the

catheter tip, mainly for the application in cardiac ablation. Piezoelectric, piezoresistive

and strain-gauge sensors are utilized to measure static or dynamic forces with superior

resolution and bandwidth needed for tool-tissue contact monitoring [35, 38, 54, 75–77].

Despite the promising results of such sensing elements, the integrity in cardiac catheter

is challenging due to impact on the force measurement accuracy from nearby ferrous

materials. Fiber optic-based sensors are developed and proven as a viable measurement

solution [78]. Fiber optic sensors are integrated for contact force measurement at the

tip of ablation catheters [79–82] and incorporated adequately in robotic platforms

with haptic or visual force feedback. Polygerinos and Su designed cardiac catheters

with MRI-compatible fiber optic sensors [83–85]. The performance of such devices
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were confirmed with bench and in-vivo studies.

The complexity and cost of integrating force sensors are among the main reasons

limiting clinical use of sensorized cardiac catheters. Other issues and restrictions include

electrode spacing, influence of temperature for stable contact force measurement,

interference with nearby devices (braiding of sheath, nearby circular mapping catheters)

and reduced maneuverability of the distal shaft.

1.3.3 Model based Force Sensing Solutions

Indirect force-sensing methods provide an alternative solution to instrumented tools.

Computational and numerical models are capable of estimating contact forces. Kine-

matic models of catheters have been reported in several studies with the goal of

simulating the behavior of catheters/guidewires. Camarillo et al. [86] proposed a

kinematic model for steerable catheters which was used for modeling the catheters in

free space with tendon actuation and without contact force. Khoshnam et al. [87–90]

studied the modeling and control of ablation catheter contact force based on shape

analysis. They studied the effect of force in changing the shape and mapped the

shape and deflection into a force estimation model. In another study, the range of

contact force was estimated using a curvature catheter index and kinematic model.

Rucker et al. [91] proposed probabilistic based tip pose measurements for force sensing

of continuum robots which can be extended to catheters as well. In this method,

high computational cost of an Extended Kalman Filter is a challenge for online force

monitoring. Simaan et al. [92] studied force estimation in the general form of con-

tinuum robots. Back et al.[93] utilized a real-time Cosserat rod to model tendon

driven ablation catheter and estimated tip contact force using shape detection. They

also achieved force estimation and steering goals using a kinematic model of cardiac

catheters. Hasanzadeh et al. [94, 95] developed online external force estimation based

on the planar elastic model assuming quasi-static deformation. They extended their
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work to 3D by coupling the classical cosserat rod model with a new model of the

pull-wire actuation. The cosserat rod model has been implemented by Soltani et

al. [96] for shape-based three-axial force and stiffness estimation as well. Contact

modeling of catheter-vessel interaction in virtual reality with applications in train-

ing simulators was investigated in several studies based on methods including FEM,

multi-rigid and multibody dynamics, differential geometry, continuum mechanics and

cosserat rod [97–101, 101]. To the best of the author’s knowledge, there is currently

no force sensing solution for multiple contact forces through the entire length of the

tool interacting with the vessel wall.

1.3.4 Force Control in Cardiovascular Intervention Proce-

dures

Studies that aimed to control cardiovascular devices are two-fold: 1. contact force

control on the tip of cardiac catheters, 2. proximal insertion force control in general

endovascular navigation. The works related to cardiac catheter tip CF control are

more extensive compared to insertion force control studies. Khoshnam et al. proposed

several control strategies in model-based methods, black-box and optimal control

methods to keep the contact forces safe using image-based force-sensing [90, 102].

Kenser et al. developed a cardiac catheter tip control method based on active motion

compensation of heart beating to keep stable and consistent contact [103, 104]. Their

method uses 3D ultrasound image guidance and force control to enable constant

contact on a moving target surface. A position loop force control approach was

investigated to achieve the desired force by adjusting the position trajectory [105].

They also improved force tracking using a friction and backlash compensation method.

Gelman et al. designed a handheld contact force controller device for commercial

catheters [106]. Their system employs a tip sensing force feedback and closed-loop

force controller with proximal velocity actuation. The proposed controller delivered
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stable force control on a 1-DOF myocardial tissue motion simulator. Jayender [107]

studies the control of insertion force of a catheter using hybrid impedance control.

Their proposed method was implemented on 7-DoF redundant robot to perform

simultaneous force/position control using proximal force feedback. This work aimed

for safer catheter navigation based on insertion force sensing. However, force in

the proximal end is mixed with considerable friction of devices with sheath, support

catheters and other instruments. The relation between insertion force and intraluminal

contact force has not been investigated.

There is a gap in the literature for measuring and estimating multiple point

loads and intraluminal wall contact forces occurring during general endovascular

interventions, e.g., PCI, PVI, and vascular navigation. To the best of our knowledge,

there has not been an attempt to control or to limit the catheter’s multiple contact

forces with the vessel wall through the length of the interactions. There is still a lack

of sensing technologies that can measure all intraluminal interaction forces to provide

controller force feedback.

1.4 Scope and Objectives

The main objective of this research is to provide a framework to enhance the safety of

tool-tissue interactions in endovascular robotic intervention procedures with a focus

on a general form of vascular navigation using non-steerable catheters and guidewires.

To do so, an image-based framework is proposed to estimate, monitor and control

intraluminal contact forces of an endovascular tool in interaction with the vessel wall.

The contact force estimation is achieved by building a numerical finite element

model of the tool via image-based data extraction. In this approach, the image

processing algorithms enable real-time tracking of contacts, tool body shape, and

deflections, providing the required data for creating the tool model and updating
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its boundary conditions. The FEM model also requires prior information of tool

mechanical properties, i.e., bending rigidity distribution over its length. Tool flex-

ural properties can be measured through bending tests or can be provided by the

medical tool manufacturer. The generated FEM model computes the external forces

applied to the vessel wall at the contact points. The proposed sensor-less force estima-

tion approach can be implemented in the current practice of both conventional and

robotic-assisted intervention procedures. We have implemented the method to an ICF

monitoring during aortic artery cannulation in an anthropomorphic phantom using

a teleoperated robotic system. The 2DOF robotic drive is proposed based on the

methods in conventional manual navigation to allow simultaneous and independent

control on insertion and rotation. Master is able to remotely control the navigation

while observing the maximal magnitude of ICF on the screen to avoid overloading on

the arterial wall. All ICF data during navigation can be mapped on the arterial wall to

study the place and severity of high-risk interaction. Furthermore, the contour map of

ICF help operators to assess, understand, and improve their manipulation maneuvers.

Intraluminal modeling also provides insights into the tool’s mechanical performance in

structural design and stress analysis. This research provides an experimental platform

to evaluate local intraluminal force compared to the total force exerted on the vascular

phantom to demonstrate the importance of intravascular measurements.

Another objective of this research is to develop a semi-automated robotic vascular

navigation framework that maintains ICFs in a limited range through the entire

interactions. The proposed ICF monitoring data provides force feedback for automation

and control methods. A velocity-actuated contact force control loop can perform

regulated insertion that reacts fast to the sudden ICF changes and makes the procedure

smoother. Based on tip visual tracking, an automated retraction-reinsertion feature

eases the excessive deflection and friction force buildup to advance the insertion

procedure. The use of ICF data in both forms of automated control and visual
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monitoring reduces the risk of vascular complications.

The scope of this research can be extended to the off-the-shelf catheters and

guidewires in the current practice of both conventional and robotic-assisted inter-

vention procedures. By leveraging available imaging in endovascular intervention,

the intraluminal tool-tissue interaction information can be given to the operator as

intra-operative visual guidance to enhance navigation safety and can be used as force

feedback for the next generation of automated robotic interventions. We anticipate

that such automated robotic features may raise safety to a level that a human cannot

achieve. Human-robot shared control has the potential to standardize the procedures,

decrease the user workload of top skilled operators and compensate for the limited

skillset of novice operators.

1.5 Contributions of the Author

This thesis contains the material of three papers. The first paper, titled “A Sensor-less

Catheter Contact Force Estimation Approach in Endovascular Intervention Proce-

dures”, was published in 2018 IEEE/RSJ International Conference on Intelligent

Robots and Systems (IROS). The second paper entitled “Image-based Intraluminal

Contact Force Monitoring in Robotic Vascular Navigation” has been submitted to

IEEE Transactions on Medical Robotics and Bionics which is currently under review.

The third manuscript, “Automated Endovascular Insertion Limiting Intraluminal

Contact Force via Image-based Control”, has been submitted to International Journal

of Computer Assisted Radiology and Surgery.

A summery of key contributions of this thesis is as follow:

Chapter 2: A sensor-less catheter contact force estimation approach in

endovascular intervention procedures

A model-based force-sensing method for multiple contact points at the side of
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endovascular tools, i.e., a general form of non-steerable catheters or guidewires, is de-

veloped using image data. The endovascular tool is modeled as a cantilever using finite

element method based on a nonlinear beam element. Image segmentation algorithms

are developed to extract the tool shape, detect contact, and compute deflections and

pose measurements. Estimating several point forces along the endovascular tool is

achieved by simulating the deflected tool based on data extracted from image feedback.

The effectiveness and accuracy of force estimations are experimentally investigated by

comparing to the real sensor measurements in scenarios with random deflection and

different numbers of contact point forces. The proposed method has low computational

cost, is accurate and easy to implement to the off-the-shelf catheters and guidewires

without making any changes in the structure or embedded sensors.

Chapter 3: Image-based intraluminal contact force monitoring in robotic

vascular navigation

This work’s main contribution is in developing intraluminal interaction force moni-

toring in navigation within a realistic cardiovascular phantom in a teleoperated robotic

platform. The other contribution is in a comparative study between intraluminal CF

and force exerted on phantom to highlight the necessity of local tool-tissue monitoring

for safe procedure. It also presents intraprocedural stress analysis of the tool. The

robotic system is designed and fabricated based on the methods in conventional

manual navigation to allow simultaneous control of insertion and rotation. Proposed

mechanism has a wheel-drive translation unit assembled on a rotational gear drive

unit. Real-time detection and tracking of contacts on the phantom vascular wall have

been accomplished. The numerical model is updated to consider shear deformation.

Multipoint ICF monitoring has been achieved during aortic artery cannulations and

the procedure force contour is obtained on the arterial wall. The proposed method

does not require information about contact interaction conditions, friction, and vessel

tissue properties.
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Chapter 4: Automated endovascular insertion limiting intraluminal con-

tact force via image-based control

This work presents a semi-automated robotic framework that limits tool-tissue

contact forces through the entire length of the interaction with the vessel wall while

advancing the navigation procedure. An intraluminal force control based insertion

is developed to perform smooth catheterization based on the changes in interaction

force. Tip visual servoing is proposed to autonomously retract the tip and retry

insertion once the gradual build-up of deflections is fully relaxed. This work uses

visual force sensing and visual tool tracking techniques described in Chapters 2 and

3 as the controller’s feedback. The collaborative semi-automated robotic navigation

successfully maintained ICF under the prescribed limit, significantly reducing the

risk of complications such as perforation and dissection, stroke, and brain lesion.

Automated insertion framework performance is compared to the manually controlled

teleoperation with ICF visual guidance and traditional teleoperation. The proposed

framework outperforms manual manipulations qualitatively and quantitatively using

metrics of force and motion. We also show that the intraluminal force monitoring

system can guide the operator to avoid extreme CF peaks and enhance manipulation

performance.

1.6 Organization of the Thesis

This thesis is presented in manuscript-based format based on the content of three

papers. All chapters, excluding Chapters 1 and 5, are duplicated from the manuscript

of papers published or submitted and under review process for publication in scientific

journals or premier conferences.

The first chapter provides background information on cardiovascular interventions,

commercial robotic platforms, and emerging research platform for cardiovascular
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catheterization. This chapter also discusses the tool-tissue interaction complications

and includes literature review on contact force sensing and control methods of cardio-

vascular tools. Chapter 2 presents the image-based contact force estimation concept

and the experimental validation of the proposed method. Chapter 3 applies the

proposed concept presented in Chapter 2 into an intraluminal contact force monitoring

during robotic cannulation of aortic arteries. Chapter 3 also explains robotic systems

design, presents a comparative force study, and elicits stress prediction. Chapter

4 focuses on an automated intraluminal CF control framework to limit tool-tissue

interactions in the prescribed safe limit and compares the proposed method with

manual teleoperation experimentally. The final chapter concludes the dissertation by

summarizing the remarks and contributions, discussing the limitations and describing

future research directions.

To comply with Concordia University thesis recommendations, the reference lists

of all chapters are combined and presented at the end of the thesis. As such, the

figures and tables layout may have been modified.
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Chapter 2

A Sensor-less Catheter Contact

Force Estimation Approach in

Endovascular Intervention

Procedures

Catheter/guidewire manipulation in endovascular intervention procedures are as-

sociated with risks of injury on vessel wall and embolization. Determination of

catheter/guidewire-vessel interaction contact forces can improve the navigation pro-

cess safety and efficiency which prevent injuries in both manual and robotic vascular

interventions. This study proposes a sensor-less sensing solution to estimate multiple

contact point forces at the side of catheter/guidewire exerted on the vasculature.

This goal is achieved by using image feedback of catheter-vessel interaction and nu-

merical finite element modeling (FEM). Real-time image processing algorithms are

implemented to track interaction contact points on catheter/guidewire. Image-based

deflection measurement and contact points tracking data are given to a nonlinear

finite element beam model to estimate the forces. The variable equivalent bending
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modulus of the guidewire is found through a series of three-point-bending tests. To

directly measure contact point forces, an experimental platform is prepared which

simulates catheter/guidewire-vessel interaction with two, three and four contact points.

The effectiveness of the proposed approach is tested in six scenarios in which force

estimation accuracy of more than 87.9% is achieved. The proposed approach can

be applied to various types of under-actuated catheter/guidewire in endovascular

intervention procedures. This study shows that multiple catheter/guidewire side

contact forces can be estimated by using the deflected shape and equivalent bending

modulus property without embedding any force sensor.

2.1 Introduction

Endovascular interventions are performed by manipulating catheters/guidewires

through dexterous vascular human anatomy. Operators mostly navigate under-

actuated catheters and guidewires by a series of tasks consisting of inserting, re-

tracting and rotating at proximal end. The excessive interaction forces between

catheter/guidewire and vessel wall may cause complications such as damage to epithe-

lial cells, embolization, thrombosis and dissection especially in the case of diseased

and weakened blood vessels. The viable contact force information can be used to

minimize risks of injury and help operators in navigation tasks. In ablation ther-

apy, one important factor in operation efficiency is the magnitude and direction of

catheter tip-heart tissue contact force. Some Radiofrequency (RF) ablating catheters

are equipped with miniaturized force sensors at tip to report the magnitude and

direction of single tip contact force such as Thermocool SMARTTOUCH Catheter

(BiosenseWebster, Diamond Bar, CA) [108] and the Tacticath ablation catheter (St.

Jude Medical Inc., St. Paul, MN) [109]. Catheters with fiber optic embedded sensor

at the tip were fabricated in some studies and have been proven as a viable solution
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[78, 79]. However, due to the noticeable cost of sensorized catheters, a number of

studies focused on tip contact force estimation using image feedback and shape deflec-

tion analysis. Khoshnam et al. [89, 110] proposed an approach for ablation catheter

tip force estimation by catheter shape analysis in free space and in case of contact

with heart tissue. They applied a kinematic model and estimated the range of forces

using a curvature catheter index. Simaan et al. [92] studied forces sensing in general

form of continuum robots. Back et al. [93, 111] utilized a real-time Cosserat rod

model to estimate tendon driven ablation catheter tip contact force and implemented a

kinematic model for both force estimation and steering goals. The Planar elastic model

of ablation catheter with quasi-static assumption has been given another solution for

tip contact force estimation as studied by Hasanzadeh et al. [112]. Ginder et al. [113]

implemented the finite element simulation on patient-specific guidewire insertion to

predict guidewire and arterial deformation. Moreover, modeling methods like FEM,

multi-rigid and Cosserat rod also used for simulation of cardiovascular intervention

procedures [97–100, 114].

While most research have been carried out for tip contact force measurement/estimation

of cardiac catheters, finding catheter body contact forces at the other areas of periph-

eral or cerebral vascular procedures is still a challenge. Some studies [41, 42] proposed

controlling the proximal total force of catheter insertion that may make the navigation

process safer and smoother. However, the total force of catheter insertion at the entry

point is the sum of several contact forces and it is polluted because of friction with

other vascular devices (e.g. introducer sheath, guiding catheter, etc) [115]. To prevent

any injury on vasculature, the contact forces should be measured at each contact point

through the entire length of interaction with vessels. Our study focuses on side contact

point forces of conventional catheters/guidewires with no tendon driven actuation or

embedded miniaturize sensor. These forces can be given to operator as intra-operative

visual guidance to enhance the safety of navigation procedure and can be used as force
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feedback for the future generation of cardiovascular intervention robotic systems.

In this study, we developed a new sensor-less contact force estimation principle

for multiple contact points at the side of catheter/guidewire in interaction with the

vessel wall. It is achieved using image-based contact points tracking and deflection

computing parallel to a nonlinear beam finite element modeling of catheter/guidewire.

A multi-contact point force measurement test setup is designed to measure catheter

contact forces at each contact point directly. It physically simulates catheter-vessel

interaction in different shapes and deflections. ABAQUS FEA commercial software

has been used as the FEM solver which is fed with an imaged based catheter model.

The planar catheter deflection is assumed to simplify experiments and reduce compu-

tational costs. Catheter segmentation and deflection measurement have been done

through the imaging from an RGB camera. However, this concept can be applied to

medical imaging environment e.g. X-Ray fluoroscopy, MRI and real-time Ultrasonic.

Catheters/guidewires and vessel’s shape extraction have been developed in several

studies before [113, 116–118] which makes contact points tracking using 3D imaging

data intra-operatively feasible. In the proposed approach, three-point-bending tests

provide the equivalent bending modulus of catheter/guidewire. To the best of our

knowledge, this is the first work that provides a sensor-less solution to estimate

multiple contact point forces at the side of catheter in interaction with vessels. In the

following manuscript catheter or guidewire refers to the same concept of meaning.
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2.2 Sensor-less Contact Force Estimation and Ex-

perimental Setup

2.2.1 Sensor-less Contact Force Estimation Approach

As the catheter/guidewire is being inserted through the human cardiovascular system,

it deflects because of interaction with the internal vessel wall. The combination of

image processing and numerical solutions is used as a sensor-less catheter-tissue contact

force method. The entire shape of the catheter has been tracked during the insertion

procedure to locate catheter-vessel contact points and measure their deflections. Any

part of the catheter that starts from a chosen point and ends in the catheter tip can

be modeled as a cantilever beam.

Applying a set of boundary conditions in the FEM model equals to the deflections

of contact points simulates the same condition of catheter deflection in the vessel.

Fig. 4 shows the schematic view of catheter deflections in contact points with respect

to its undeflected intrinsic shape. The undeformed model can be constructed as a

cantilever beam tangent to the catheter at any desired point. The position of contact

point i is CPi with the length Li, which is measured along the catheter shape. For

each CPi, its corresponding point with the same length on the undeformed model is

the boundary condition BCi. Parameter di is the deflection which should be applied

in boundary condition i as the difference between CPi and BCi (see (1)). FEM model

computes the reaction forces, Fi, at boundary condition, CPi which is an estimation

for the catheter-vessel contact forces. The contact forces (CFs) can be broken into

components of normal (fn) and tangential/frictional forces (ft) on catheter. The

vessel wall mechanical properties and catheter-vessel frictional coefficient data are

not needed in this method. Base point for cantilever should be selected in a way to

include all targeted contact points.
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Figure 4: Force estimation concept using FEM model: CPi is the contact point, Li is the
length of contact point on the catheter, BCi is boundary condition points on catheter model
which is the corresponding point for CPi, di is the deflection of contact points, ux and uy
are the components of deflection with respect to coordinate of cantilever.

di(ux, uy) = (XCPi
−XBCi

, YCPi
− YBCi

) (1)

The quasi-static FEM model can be solved in real-time to estimate the contact forces

as the catheter moves inside the vessel and deflection changes. Fig. 5 shows the steps

of finding the catheter vessel interaction contact forces as follow: 1. Image processing

catheter segmentation 2. Finding and tracking contact points 3. Computing deflection

of contact points with respect to un-deformed cantilever model 4. Creating the FEM

model and feeding deflections to boundary conditions 5. Reading reaction forces as

estimated catheter-vessel interaction forces.

2.2.2 Experimental Setup Design

Experimental setup aims to measure guidewire contact forces at each separate contact

point directly, so guidewire has been inserted into separated contact point phantoms

(CPPs) instead of a full vascular phantom. Fig. 6 depicts the experimental setup
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Figure 5: The flowchart of sensor-less force estimation steps.

including orange-colored contact point phantoms, camera, 6 DOF force/torque (F/T)

sensor (Gamma, ATI Industrial Automation,Inc., USA) and Amplatz Super StiffTM

Guidewire (Boston Scientific, USA). Multiple 3D printed partial part of the vessel

phantom, Polylactic acid (PLA) plastics, representing single contact points with the

guidewire, positioned on a plate. At each experiment, one single contact point phantom

rigidly is coupled to F/T sensor to provide an accurate and direct measurement of

the forces exerted. The F/T measurements were read into Matlab (The Math-Works

Inc., MA, USA) parallel to computational estimation at each step. As the contact

forces are parallel with XY plane of the sensor, a force measurement of Fx and Fy

are performed and the average Root-Mean-Square (RMS) was calculated to be an

indication for total contact forces exerted on the contact point phantom. F/T sensor

was zeroed before placing guidewire between contact point phantoms to remove the

weights and to assure that the measured force only indicates CF with the guidewire.
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Figure 6: Experimental setup for direct contact force measurement at contact point phantoms,
(a) General view of setup shows camera, direct force measurement setup and visual interface,
(b) and (c) Close view depicting guidewire placed between contact point phantoms which
the last one is mounted on F/T sensor.

2.3 Catheter Segmentation, Contact Point Track-

ing and FEM Modeling

2.3.1 Image based Catheter Segmentation and Deflection Track-

ing

Segmentation of the entire shape of catheter and tracking contact points are objected

during the catheter navigation. The OpenCV (Open Source Computer Vision) library

is used for image processing by programming in C++ interface. Images of the guidewire

are continuously taken throughout an RGB camera with 1920*1080 pixels and 30Hz
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)

Figure 7: Guidewire segmentation and contact point tracking, (a) Original frame, (b) Masked
guidewire binary image, (c) Masked vessel pieces binary image, (d) Highlighted guidewire in
green and CPs in red, (e) Overlaid extracted guidewire, CPs, tip and base coordinate on the
original sample.

frequency. Fig. 7 shows an example of extracting guidewire shape and locating its

contact points with pieces of vessel phantom in orange color.

Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo code of the moving window search method for

segmentation and tracking CPs and tip. A thresholding operation is implemented on

the original frame (Fig. 7 (a)) to extract pixels in the range of guidewire HSV (Hue,

Saturation, Value) color as shown in Fig. 7 (b). The same filter applied with HSV of

vessel phantom color to obtain its pixels which result is shown in Fig. 7 (c). In the

next step, a search algorithm with a moving window normal to the guidewire’s black
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Algorithm 1 Tracking the entire catheter shape and measuring deflections from
camera image in OpenCV
Function image processing(open video)

1: while video.read(frame) do
2: GW ← inrange(frame,HSVGW ) . guidewire HSV filter
3: V S ← inrange(frame,HSVvessel) . vessel HSV filter
4: while true MovingWindow do
5: x← 0, y ← 0, npixel← 0,
6: for A search window normal to catheter do
7: if Pixel value is 0 in GW then
8: npixel + +
9: x+ = xpixel, y+ = ypixel

10: end if
11: end for
12: centroid(x) = x/npixel, centroid(y) = y/npixel
13: arryCenter ← [centroid(x), centroid(y)]
14: if centroid(x, y)− V S < CPreDefined then
15: arrayCP ← [centroid(x), centroid(y)]

16: end if
17: if npixel ≤ minNBlackP ixel then . Catheter tip
18: XY tip← [centroid(x), centroid(y)]
19: else
20: Tan← Update the tangent line of catheter
21: MovingWindow ← Moved window align with direction of tangent line

22: end if

return arryCenter, arrayCP, XYtip

pixel applied on both masked images of guidewire and vessel to compute guidewire

centerline and find contact points. The search algorithm moves the window along the

tangent line of the catheter, look for guidewire pixels, find their centroid and check

whether the guidewire is in contact with the vessel or not. The window position is

updated once each centroid point found. The tip is detected when the number of

black pixels in the moving window is less than a predefined amount. In each window,

a parallel search is made on vessel masked image to find the point of guidewire in

contact with phantom pixels. The extracted guidewire centerline (in green), contact

points (in red), tip (in light blue) and cantilever model base coordinate (in light blue)

are highlighted in Fig. 7(d). They are overlaid on the original sample in Fig. 7(e)
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which verifies algorithm accuracy. Proposed moving window search is robust to the

possible gap or missing points.

2.3.2 FEM Model

The undeformed guidewire cantilever FEM model lays on the tangent line of guidewire

(base coordinate in segmented image see Fig. 7) with the length measured from based

point to the tip. Therefore, the deflection of the guidewire is measured with respect to

a coordinate system on the base point such the x axis is the tangent line of guidewire.

The guidewire centerline is transferred from global coordinate to base coordinate

system by applying rotational and translational transformation matrix. Finding the

length of catheter in mm from the base point to any wanted point on the catheter

is straightforward by considering linear interpolation (see (2)) and information of

mm-to-pixel size.

lCPi
=

i=nCPi∑
i=1

»
(xi − xi−1)2 + (yi − yi−1)2 (2)

Considering light weighted guidewires/catheters and slow-moving navigation proce-

dures, the dynamic forces can be negligible with respect to large deflection reaction

forces. The quasi-static simplification can be made to optimize the computational

costs. For this study, ABAQUS commercial FEA solver is used by programming in

C++ interface. The guidewire meshed with nonlinear beam elements with 3mm to

5mm size. Boundary conditions equal to the deflections at nodes of contact points are

applied. A circular section with guidewire diameter and equivalent material properties

assigned to the elements. The prepared model is fed to ABAQUS software solver

which returns reaction forces at boundary conditions meaning contact forces. The

catheter stiffness varies throughout its length and decreases closer to the tip. Thus,

the different values of Elastic Modulus E are assigned to elements based on their
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Figure 8: Three point bending test setup

distance from the tip.

Three-Point-Bending Test: Boston Scientific’s Amplatz Guidewire is a stainless

steel wire at the core with surrounded flat-wire coil [119]. The inner core diameter of

guidewire varies throughout its length in order to provide lower strength closer to the

tip for safety and higher in proximal end for stability and torquability in navigation

procedures. The guidewire equivalent modulus of elasticity in bending (EB, bending

modulus) has provided by three-point-bending tests with a custom designed setup

shown in Fig. 8. Tests are performed using Bose® Electroforce 3200 dynamic testing

machine (Bose Corp., Massachusetts, US), equipped with a high-resolution force cell.

It measures the load (P ) vs deflection (d) of the specimen at the middle of the support
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Figure 9: (a) Three-point-bending load-deflection curve (blue line) and corresponding FEM
results (red dots) are in high agreement, (b) Force reaction of FEM simulation for a case
with 4 mm deflection at middle span (as an example).

span. EB is calculated using (3).

EB = m
L3

48I
(3)

Where L (mm) is support span and I (mm4) is the second moment of area for

guidewire section. Parameter m (N/mm) is the slope of the tangent to the initial

straight-line portion of the load-deflection curve. Tests are performed for pieces of

guidewire cut at different distances from the tip to find EB based on the distance from

the tip. Fig. 9 shows a sample of load-deflection curve for a piece of guidewire which

calculated equivalent EB is 66 GPa. The same condition of the three-point-bending

test is given to a FEM model with the equivalent EB and reaction forces compared

with tests result. The FEM results are in 98.2% agreement rate with the experimental

test (see Fig. 9). This is to assure that the equivalent bending modulus is acceptable

for guidewire complex structure and force estimation goal. Bending modulus of 22.2
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GPa up to 73.4 GPa has been found for guidewire sections from the tip (excluding

flexible coil part) to the point with 50 cm distance from it. Catheters/guidewires

with the same model and build are designed to have consistent elastic modulus, thus,

three-point-bending tests should not be repeated for every catheter/guidewire.

2.4 Experimental Validation, Results and Discus-

sion

2.4.1 Experimental Validation Protocol

A number of experiments have been designed to evaluate guidewire interaction contact

forces with several contact points and different shapes as guidewire being deflected in

navigation procedure. Fig. 10 shows six scenarios with two, three and four contact

points. At each scenario, one specific contact point was measured by F/T sensor to be

compared with the sensor-less solution. It should be noted that the sensor-less method

estimates all CFs however one CF targeted for evaluation purpose. In positioning

two CPPs, the sensor measurement and consequently evaluation were made at the

second contact point. Scenario with three CPPs evaluates the second and third contact

points. In experiments with four CPPs, second, third and fourth contact points have

been targeted. These six scenarios are named based on the number of contact points

and then targeted contact point as follows 2CP − CP2, 3CP − CP2, 3CP − CP3,

4CP − CP2, 4CP − CP3 and 4CP − CP4.

Fig. 11 illustrates the targeted contact point displacement. At each scenario, the

position of F/T sensor which hold targeted contact point was shifted toward right,

left, up and down to make changes in the amount of deflection and guidewire shape.

This can simulate insertion in actual vascular anatomy.
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Figure 10: Six scenarios for sensor-less contact force estimator evaluation, (a) 2CP − CP2

scenario: Two CPPs with contact force measurement in CP2, (b) 3CP−CP2 and 3CP−CP3

scenarios: Three CPPs and contact force evaluation in CP2 and CP3, (c) 4CP − CP2,
4CP − CP3 and 4CP − CP4 scenarios: Four CPPs and contact force evaluation in CP2,
CP3 and CP4 respectively.

Figure 11: Moving position of F/T sensor to the left, up, right and down continuously to
impose a variation in deflections and shape.
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Figure 12: Example of 2CP −CP2 scenario showing FEM result in yellow dot on the actual
guidewire in green (left). The graph of estimated CF (in red) follows measured force (in
blue) with a high accuracy while CP2 was moving (right).

2.4.2 Results and Discussion

Sensor-less guidewire contact force estimation has been evaluated in six scenarios which

are physically simulating guidewire interaction with vasculature. Fig. 12 illustrates

an example image of two contact point scenario 2CP − CP2 results. The deflected

shape of guidewire from numerical modeling in yellow dots overlaid on its actual

guidewire shape in green line. Fig. 12 graph shows sensor-less force estimations vs

measured contact forces by F/T sensor as CP2 was displaced continuously toward

CP1, up and down. The estimated force closely follows the measured data with 92.44%

average accuracy and 0.049N Root-Mean-Square-Error (RMSEF) where average and

max CF are 0.62N and 1.23N respectively. 2.8mm RMSEU, error in estimating the

deflected shape of guidewire, proves the high reliability of FEM numerical approach

in simulating guidewire deflections.

The same sort of results are collected in Fig. 13 for 3CP − CP2 and 3CP − CP3

scenarios. The average accuracy above 90% is reached in both cases with 0.091N and

0.073N RMSEF where average CFs are 1.25N and 0.69N receptively.

The results for scenarios with four contact points confirm that an increase in the
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Figure 13: Yellow dots are numerical estimations and the green line is the actual guidewire.
Graphs show trend in CF measurement and sensor-less estimation, (a) 3CP −CP2 scenario,
(b) 3CP − CP3 scenario.

number of contacts points would not change the accuracy of sensor-less proposed

approach as shown in Fig. 14 and Table 3. 4CP −CP2 and 4CP −CP3 scenarios give

the average accuracy above 94%. RMSEF (0.093N and 0.12N) is higher in these cases

which is because of increased amount of exerted CF (2.01N and 2.41N average CFs

and 3.49N and 4.25N max CFs measured in 4CP − CP2 and 4CP − CP3 scenarios

respectively). 4CP − CP4 scenario has a lower accuracy of 87.9% in force estimation

compared 4CP − CP2 and 4CP − CP3 scenarios. The higher shape estimation error,

in this case, might be the reason for lower force accuracy (see Table 3).
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Figure 14: Yellow dots are numerical estimations and green line is actual guidewire in images.
The graphs show sensor-less estimation (red) vs actual force measurement (blue) as targeted
CP was displaced, (a) 4CP−CP2 scenario, (b) 4CP−CP3 scenario, (c) 4CP−CP4 scenario.
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Table 3: RMSEF for contact force estimation, average and maximum contact force, RMSEU

in shape modeling and length of the guidewire in each scenario are tabulated.

Scenario RMSEF

(N)
Average
Accuracy

Average
CF(N)

Max
CF(N)

RMSEU

(mm)
LGW

(mm)

2CP−CP2 0.049 92.44% 0.62 1.23 2.8 264

3CP−CP2 0.091 93.2% 1.25 2.45 3.9 315

3CP−CP3 0.073 90.34% 0.69 1.31 3.7 332

4CP−CP2 0.093 94.9% 2.01 3.49 4.3 412

4CP−CP3 0.12 94.11% 2.41 4.25 4.1 432

4CP−CP4 0.11 87.93% 0.86 1.45 4.8 397

Table 3 includes RMSEF, average accuracy, average CF, max CF, RMSEU and

guidewire length for all six scenarios. From 2.8mm to 4.8mm average RMSEU in

guidewire shape estimation are captured. The higher RMSEU in scenarios with more

number of CP can be because of longer guidewire length in the numerical model.

Highest average accuracy of 94.9% reached in 4CP − CP2 and lowest one was in

4CP − CP4 with 87.93% average accuracy. In all cases, the estimated forces do not

follow underestimation or overestimation trend meaning no systematic error is coming

from our proposed approach. Noises are likely caused by the errors in deflection

measurements from imaging and continuous variation in EB through guidewire length

which is assumed to be discrete in our FEM modeling. The complex guidewire struc-

ture is considered a solid cross section with the equivalent bending modulus which

can affect the accuracy but is not significant. The sensor-less force estimation in all

cases shows satisfactory results. The amount of forces reported here are measured for

random deformations to show the significance of the method and are not necessary

the same magnitude in practice.
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2.5 Conclusion

Endovascular intervention procedures carry the risks of damages on arterial wall,

embolization and stroke. Measuring the catheter/guidewire contact forces in interaction

with vessels is beneficial to enhance the safety of navigation process. In this paper,

a sensor-less guidewire contact force estimation approach is proposed by feeding

image based deflection measurement data to a numerical FEM model. Guidewire

segmentation throughout image processing algorithms provides information about the

position of contact points on guidewire and measures the amount of deflections and

lengths. Three-point-bending tests are performed to provide the equivalent bending

modulus of the complex structure of guidewire to be used in the numerical model.

Collected data from imaging are given to the FEM model to estimate the contact forces.

The accuracy of approach has been tested throughout a custom-designed platform for

direct CF measurement and physically simulating guidewire-vascular interaction with

different contact points. The average accuracy in force estimations was from 87.9% to

94.9% with maximum 0.12N RMSE where contact force as high as 4.25N (average

2.41N) is seen. The significants of the proposed force estimation approach are in its

applicability on all conventional catheters/guidewires without making any change in

structure or having embedded sensors. It can be a low-cost efficient multiple contact

point force sensing solution by getting feedback from X-Ray fluoroscopic imaging in

endovascular interventions. A safety indicator based on contact forces and max safe

forces can be displayed for physician guidance. The future works focus on 3D force

estimation of catheters/guidewires; contact force estimation in clinical environment

and contact force control systems in vascular robotic intervention. This paper has

presented the primary conceptual study for next future steps.
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Chapter 3

Image-based Intraluminal Contact

Force Monitoring in Robotic

Vascular Navigation

Embolization, stroke, ischaemic lesion, and perforation remain significant concerns in

endovascular interventions. Sensing tool interaction inside the artery is advantageous to

minimize such complications and enhances navigation safety. Intraluminal information

is currently limited due to the lack of intravascular contact sensing technologies. We

present monitoring of the intraluminal tool interaction with the arterial wall using an

image-based estimation approach within vascular robotic navigation. The proposed

image-based method employs continuous finite element simulation of the tool motion

using imaging data to estimate multi point forces along tool-vessel wall interaction.

We implemented imaging algorithms to detect and track contacts, and compute pose

measurements. The model is constructed based on the nonlinear beam element and

flexural rigidity profile over the tool length. During remote cannulation of aortic

arteries, intraluminal monitoring achieved tracking local contact forces, building a

contour map of force on the arterial wall and estimating tool structural stress. Results
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suggests that high risk intraluminal forces may happen even with low insertion force.

The presented online monitoring tool delivers insight into the intraluminal behavior of

endovascular tools and is well-suited for intraoperative visual guidance for the clinician,

robotic control of vascular procedures and research on interventional device design.

3.1 Introduction

Endovascular interventions are leading treatments and diagnoses for cardiovascular

disease. Despite improvements in tools and techniques, intraprocedural risks of em-

bolization, ischaemic brain lesions, and stroke in percutaneous procedures are still high,

especially in carotid artery stenting [59, 120]. Studies reported that 50% of the cases

after carotid stenting had a new ischaemic lesion on diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI)

of the post-treatment scan due to embolism. [60]. The high number of microemboli,

which has been reported during navigation of catheters and guidewires, highlights the

importance of tool-tissue interaction [121, 122]. Studies have further pointed out other

complications, perforation, thrombosis and dissection, as a result of catheter/guidewire

interactions with the arterial wall [56]. In the case of stenosis treatment, excess inser-

tion force to cross occlusion could raise the likelihood of perforating [123]. Limited

motion of under-actuated conventional catheter and guidewire can further add to the

risk, especially in the case of a diseased and torturous vessel. These findings suggest

that the intraluminal interaction contact force (CF) is one of the determinants of

patient safety and procedure efficiency. Monitoring force information intraoperatively

has the potential to enhance navigation safety and efficiency. Practical applications

are threefold:

• Integrating CF data into intraoperative visual guidance for clinicians to bring

safe catheter/guidewire manipulation. Intraluminal insight could minimize the

risk of stroke, embolism, vessel perforation, or dissection. It could further
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limit human mishandling, especially in the case of novices, with implications to

improve training for complex procedures.

• The development of an automated robotic surgery system that maintains CF in

a safe range and improves smoothness using realtime intraluminal data. Vascular

robotic technology demonstrated definite advantages in catheter controllability,

stability, precision, and lower radiation for clinicians [124–128]. With the advent

of artificial intelligence, a safe and autonomous form of robotic surgery can be

introduced [128, 129].

• Intraluminal force information, along with catheter deflection data can also be

used for research on design of interventional tools aimed to minimize vessel

injuries and maximize maneuverability, torquability and deliverability. It would

be beneficial to study the intraluminal performance of interventional devices

and optimize their design.

Intraluminal interaction information is limited due to the lack of force sensing

elements along the endovascular tools or other remote sensing technologies. Tool-tissue

contact force sensing remained limited to the tip single point force measurement. In

electrophysiology, proper contact of the catheter tip and contact force are essential

due to the chance of over-burn in case of excessive CF or inferior lesion quality in weak

contact [130]. Studies proposed ablation catheters with tip force sensors [78, 79, 103]

and some are available commercially [108, 109]. Instrumented cardiovascular tools

remain limited to tip-mounted force sensing in which the complexity of integrating

sensing elements, cost, maneuverability, and interference with nearby devices are some

of the associated challenges. The instrumentation of guidewires is more challenging

due to their smaller diameter and complex structure. Indirect force estimation at

the tip of ablation catheter has worked based on modeling and shape analysis, e.g.,

kinematic model, cosserat rod, and piecewise planar elastica: [93, 94, 110, 112, 131] has
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reported promising results. On the other hand, proximal insertion force measurement

and methods to control it have been used in robotic catheterization [42], even though

this force does not represent local vessel interaction forces. A quantitative analysis

of the total contact force between the instrument and cardiovascular phantoms has

been established in robotic navigation [132] as well and used as an assessment metric

[45, 133] of navigation, whereas the relation between the total exerted force and local

intraluminal CF is not entirely clear.

Monitoring intraluminal vessel contact forces throughout the length of the tool

is a gap in the literature. In previous work [134], we presented and validated a

sensor-less approach to estimate multi-point load forces at the side of interventional

tools. This study aims to develop the proposed approach to intraluminal interaction

force monitoring within navigation of an anthropomorphic cardiovascular phantom

and to employ a teleoperated robotic platform. The FEM formulation has been

improved to consider shear deformation based on Timoshenko beam theory. Image

segmentation algorithms have been updated for intravascular contact tracking and

pose measurements within the phantom. This study also presents a quantitative

analysis to investigate the resultant force exerted on the vasculature compared with

intraluminal contact forces (ICF), to highlight the potential need for local tool-tissue

monitoring. A two-degree freedom (DOF) insertion robot is designed and fabricated

based on the methods in conventional manual navigation which allow simultaneous

and independent control of insertion and rotation. The 6 DOF force/torque sensor

is coupled to the aortic arch phantom to measure the resultant force exerted on

the vasculature. catheter/guidewire, as a fixed model parameter input, is measured

through a sequential bending test over its length. The nonlinear finite element model

is set to simulate the tool navigation using real-time image-based pose measurements.

Solving the inverse FEM model estimates the contact forces and catheter’s deflected

shape. We present the contour map of intraluminal CF on vessel boundaries and
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the tracking of multiple local ICF. An intravascular stress analysis of the tool is also

conducted via the proposed method. In the manuscript, ”catheter” refers to any

general type of non-steerable catheters and guidewires for conventional endovascular

intervention.

3.2 Methods and Algorithm

3.2.1 Contact Force Estimation

The accuracy of the proposed sensor-less force estimation concept was shown in the

previous work [134] through a direct force measurement setup, i.e., single contact

point phantoms mounted on a 6-DOF F/T sensor. An estimation accuracy of over

87% was achieved in agreement with force sensor measurements [134]. The proposed

method is based on continuous simulation of catheter deflection as a beam using

data from real-time imaging. Image processing segments and tracks the deflected

catheter shape and locates the interactions with the internal wall of the vasculature.

Using image processing data and prior knowledge about the intrinsic shape of the

catheter, an FEM model is built and solved. Deflections induced by the vessel wall

at the contact points set the boundary conditions of the model, and reaction forces

computed from these boundary conditions return the contact forces. Deflections are

fed to the model continuously to simulate catheter manipulation. The FEM model

is based on the Timoshenko beam element, considering nonlinear large deformation.

The model assumes that the catheter structure is a uniform round beam with an

equivalent bending modulus.

Let us describe a schematic view of a catheter-vessel interaction as shown in

Fig. 15. A section of the catheter beginning at any desired point and ended at the

tip is modeled as a cantilever, which has all contact points included (window shown

in Fig. 15). The model is created in the local coordinate of the catheter, having
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Figure 15: Force estimation concept showing deflected catheter and constructed cantilever
model. CPis are the contact points with length of Li on the deflected shape and BCis are
the associated boundary condition on the model.

the ~x axis tangent to its base. This is to compute deflection from the catheter base

perspective and isolate it from the global coordinates. The cantilever model has

an intrinsic catheter body of length equal to the deflected shape in the window,

Lcantilever = Ltip. The model length varies as the catheter advances or retracts during

navigation. The initial positions of contacts points on the model have equal lengths

as on the deflected catheter. For instance, the position of contact point i is CPi,

which has length Li along the deflected shape, and the corresponding point with the

same length on the cantilever model would be the boundary condition BCi, i.e., it

is the contact point before being deflected. Contact deflection ~di is the displacement

between the deflected contact point position, PCPi, and its rest position on the model,

PBCi (see (4) and (5) ). Deflections, ψ(d) = {~di}, are applied to boundary conditions

BC = {BCi}, respectively. By solving the inverse FEM model, the catheter is being

deflected as it is interacting with the vessel, which simulates the current state. The

FEM model computes the reaction forces, C̄F = {F̄i}, at boundary conditions as

estimates of the contact forces on the vasculature. Even though the magnitude of

contact forces matters for safety, CF can be broken into components of normal ( ~fn)
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and tangential/frictional forces (~ft) if such information is needed. As the catheter

navigates through the vasculature, its deflected shape, the position of contact points,

and the amount of deflection change. The cantilever FEM model parameters and

computed contact forces are updated in real-time accordingly.

~d = ~ux + ~uy =
[
ux uy

]
(4)

ψ(d) =


~d1
...

~di

 =


ux1 uy1
...

...

uxi uyi

 =


xCP1

− xBC1
yCP1

− yBC1

...
...

xCPi
− xBCi

yCPi
− yBCi

 (5)

In our experiments, a planar projection model is adapted to demonstrate practical

feasibility as a proof of concept for ICF monitoring where the distal section of the tool

almost lays within a plane. Thus, in this particular test case, the effect of out-of-plane

deflection is considered minor compared to the large in-plane deflections. This might

not apply to other endovascular procedures requiring a 3D implementation. Iliac curve

arteries and coronary arteries are examples where the out-of plane deflection and 3D

imaging should be considered.

3.2.2 Image Segmentation and Contact Tracking

Image segmentation obtains data required for the model, including lengths from

catheter base to every contact point and tip, positions and deflections of contact points

in the local coordinates of the catheter (see Fig. 15). The OpenCV (Open Source

Computer Vision) library is used for image processing programmed in C++. Images

are continuously sampled through an RGB camera with 1920*1080 pixels at 30 frame

per second (FPS). The RGB image is converted to grayscale to be similar to X-ray

fluoroscopic images. Medical imaging and visualization systems (X-ray fluoroscopy,

CT and MRI) enable the detection and tracking of the shape of the catheter and
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Figure 16: Moving search window sweeps catheter along its length to extract centerline, and
detect contacts and tip.

vessel boundaries in cardiovascular interventions. In this study, we detect the vessel

using the contrast between the vascular phantom and the background, similar to

injecting contrast agent to visualize the lumen in X-ray fluoroscopy. We assume there

is no extreme movement or change in vessels during the procedure; however, an online

calibration technique can be used to match the vessel image in case of any movement

like breathing in a clinical case.

Image segmentation is divided into two main phases: extracting mask images of

the tool and vessel boundaries, followed by search and tracking (Fig. 16). A Gaussian

filter (Gaussian kernel of size=5) is applied to filter out noise and then, a canny-edge

detector algorithm (kernel size of 3 for the Sobel operations, ratio of lower to upper

threshold of 5:1) is used to extract vessel boundaries [135, 136]. To extract catheter

pixels, a thresholding operation is implemented on the grayscale frame. Then, dilation

followed by erosion are applied to fill possible gaps and connect lines. The imaging

algorithm is tested on the cannulation of aortic arteries by a guidewire (experimental

setup is explained in later sections). Fig. 17 (b) and (d) display images of the phantom

boundary mask and a guidewire mask, respectively.

An algorithm with a moving search window normal to the guidewire curve is

designed to sweep the entire length of the guidewire, as depicted in Fig. 16. The

algorithm moves a rectangle search window along the tangent to the guidewire

θ(s) = dy
dx

, where s is the position along the curve. The starting point of the search

is determined with an initial search step over the base frame. The search window
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Algorithm 2 Segmentation and tracking
Function image processing

video.read(frame)
2: frame← RGBtoGry(frame)
frame← Gaussianfilter(frame) . filter out noise

4: BV S ← canny(frame) . extract vessel boundaries
while video.read(frame) do . tracking

6: GW ← threshold(frame) . extract guidewire
GW ← dilate and then erode GW

8: while Moving search window is true do . search
for search pixel of window normal to catheter do

10: if pixel value is 0 in GW then
compute center of pixels

12: end if
end for

14: CGW ← [centroid(x), centroid(y)]
if CGW −BV S < predef then . contact detection

16: PCPi ← [centroid(x), centroid(y), LCPi ]

end if
18: if npixel ≤ minNPixel then . tip detection

Pt ← [centroid(x), centroid(y), Ltip]
20: else

θ ← update the tangent to the catheter
22: PMovingWindow ← update and move search window

end if
24: end while

return CGW , BV S , PCPi , Pt

finds guidewire pixels and computes their centroid CG. In each window, a parallel

logic operation is made on the masked vessel image to find the point of contact with

boundaries (VB) where the distance of the guidewire centerline and VB, CV , is less

than a predefined contact distance. The search window position is updated along θ(s)

once each centroid point is found and moved toward the tip. The tip is detected

where the number of contiguous pixels is less than a predefined amount. Algorithm 2

presents the pseudo-code of the extraction and moving window search method in

segmentation and tracking. The proposed moving window search is robust to possible

gaps or missing points.

Fig. 17 shows step by step segmentation results for interaction of a guidewire with
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(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h)

Figure 17: Steps in image segmentation of tool interaction and tracking contacts: aortic arch
phantom (a), phantom boundaries mask (b), navigated guidewire in RCCA (c), guidewire
mask (dilated for visual purpose) (d), contact and tip detection on GW (e), contact detection
(f), segmented guidewire and vessel displayed on the original frame (g) and (h).
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the aortic arch phantom in our experimental. Fig. 17 (g) and (f) depict segmented

guidewire-vessel interaction overlaid on original frames, which show the effectiveness

of the segmentation and search algorithm.

The last step converts pixel values to length units using camera calibration param-

eters. Afterward, the length of any desired point along the guidewire can be computed

by numerical integration. Derived parameters are: tip pose Pt = {xt, yt, lt}, contact

point pose {PCPi} = {xCPi
, yCPi

, lCPi
} and GW center-line pose {CGW}.

3.2.3 Finite Element Model

Consider a planar two-node beam element of length l, where each node has three

degrees of freedom, as defined in Fig. 18. The nodal displacement vector contains

longitudinal (ux), transverse (uy) displacement and rotation (ϕ) for both nodes.

e =
[
ux1 uy1 ϕ1 ux2 uy2 ϕ2

]T
(6)

The global elements coordinate vector is defined as

{e} ≡
[
ux1 uy1 ϕ1 ... ux(N+1) uy(N+1) ϕ(N+1)

]T
∈ Rn (7)

where N is the number of element and n = 3(N + 1) is the number of degrees of

freedom. In the earlier study [134], we presented results based on Euler-Bernoulli (EB)

beam theory whereas here the formulation has been updated to the Timoshenko beam

theory. EB assumes thin beams where angular distortion due to shear deformation is

considered negligible, and cross-section is perpendicular to the bending line (neutral

axis). Timoshenko beam theory is generic compared to EB theory. Its employed

formulation accounts for large axial, bending, and shear deformations as well as

large translation and rotation of the beam structure. The governing equations of
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Figure 18: Generic beam element, including the nodal forces (F ) and the displacement
vectors (u), showing initial and deformed states. Euler-Bernoulli beam is compared with
that of a Timoshenko.

Timoshenko beam theory are the following:

d2

dx2
(EI

dϕ

dx
) = q(x) (8)

dw

dx
= ϕ− 1

κAG

d

dx
(EI

dϕ

dx
) (9)

where E and G are the elastic modulus and shear modulus. L, I and A are the length

of the beam, second moment of area and cross section area, respectively. κ is the

Timoshenko shear coefficient and q(x) is the load [137]. Fig. 18 compares Timoshenko

beam deformation to EB, where the cross-section of a beam element remains planed

but not necessarily perpendicular to the beam axis, i.e., ϕ(x) 6= dw
dx

and γxy is shear

[138, 139]. Timoshenko can be used for thick as well as slender beams, which is the

more accurate choice for modeling of catheters and guidewires, especially where the

beam cross-sectional dimensions is small compared to typical distances along its axis.
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The equilibrium of a finite element beam model at time t is

M tü+ C tu̇ = tR− tF (10)

where M ∈ Rn×n is the mass matrix and C = αM is the damping matrix proportional

to mass with coefficient α. R ∈ Rn is the external load vector and F ∈ Rn is the

internal force vector in global coordinates. ü and u̇ are acceleration and velocity

vectors, respectively [140]. The velocities and acceleration vectors are small during

navigation because of continuous contact with the vessel. Further, considering the low

mass of the catheter/guidewire, the dynamic force is small compared to large external

forces caused by large deflections. Thus, we are implementing a quasi-static solution

to minimize the computational cost and reach a real-time execution.

Nodal force is formed based on individual vectors considering element connectivity.

tF j = K tuj (11)

K ≡ KL +KNL (12)

tF j ∈ R6 is the internal nodal point force of the element j and tuj ∈ R6 is the

displacement vector. The stiffness matrix (K ∈ R6×6) consists of linear (KL ∈ R6×6)

and nonlinear (KNL ∈ R6×6) parts [141]. Strain-displacement equations contain

nonlinear terms that must be considered in the nonlinear part of the stiffness matrix.

KNL is achieved by applying Castigliano’s theorem to the strain energy which counts

the interaction between axial load and lateral deformation [142].

After transferring the finite element matrix of the local principal axis of the elements

to global cartesian co-ordinate and performing an element assemblage process, the
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incremental equilibrium equation of quasi-static analysis is:

(ttKL + t
tKNL) ∆tu = t+∆tR− t

tF (13)

where t
tKL and t

tKNL are stiffness matrices at time t, t
tF is the nodal point force at

time t and t+∆tR is the externally applied nodal load at time t+ ∆t [143]. The case of

our problem is an inverse finite element since we have nodal displacement vectors ui

from imaging data to calculate Ri as the interaction contact forces. R is the resultant

of all external forces applied to the catheter from the vessel, including normal and

friction forces.

tR = tRf + tRn (14)

R is computed regardless of type, condition, or material properties of the external

environment. Viscoelastic effects of the tissue are already seen in the nodal displace-

ment u as the softer or harder vessel would result in a change in deflection and model

computes the associated forces simulating such change due to vessel material property.

Consequently, no information about contact condition and tissue characteristics is

needed. A geometrical computation is essential to create the cantilever model from

imaging data, as given in Algorithm 3. The model is made based on intrinsic shape

information and total length of guidewire used in experiments, Ltip. The boundary

Algorithm 3 Model preparation

Input Data from image-based pose measurement
2: Lbeam ← Ltip

Create cantilever beam from intrinsic shape and Lbeam

4: for i < NCP do
LBCi ← LCPi

6: Locate position of PBCi on cantilever beam based on LBCi

di = PCPi − PBCi

8: Apply di to BCi

for n < Nelements do
10: Compute element length from tip Se

EIelement ← EI(Se) . assign mechanical property
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Figure 19: Three-point bending test: schematic concept (a), ElectroForce dynamic testing
machine (b), deflected guidewire under test (c).

conditions are located on the model at the points (with LBC) having an equal length

to the contact points LCP . The displacement vector di is measured from BCi to CPi

(see 4) which is assigned to its associated boundary condition. Each element has an

individual mechanical property EI, which is elaborated in the next section. The FEM

modeling is coded in C++ and the associated beam model is solved using ABAQUS,

B21 beam with active Nlgeom.

3.2.4 Flexural Rigidity Distribution

Cardiovascular devices have different mechanical properties, designs, and geometries

to achieve specific tasks. The local flexural rigidity of guidewires varies along the its

length. Clinical performance, i.e., steerability, torquability, penetration, deliverability,

and safety, depends on the mechanical property profile over the length [144]. It needs

lower flexural rigidity at the distal tip while higher rigidity is desired toward the

proximal end.
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Figure 20: Flexural rigidity distribution of the guidewire based on distance from distal tip.
Average value and deviation are shown.

The flexural rigidity distribution is measured through sequential three-point bend-

ing tests, Fig. 19, along the length as presented in [134]. The bending modulus

is proportional to the fourth power of the radius, so a slight change in radius can

greatly affect the accuracy of bending modulus measurements, consequently force

estimation. Hence, we aim to determine and utilize EI instead of E. Fig. 20 shows the

flexural rigidity distribution of a ZipwireTM Stiff guidewire (Boston Scientific, USA)

measured as a function of length from the tip, EI(s). To do so, sequential three-point

bending tests were performed over 0 - 500mm distal end at increments of 10mm (over

0 - 200mm), 20mm (over 200 - 400mm) and 50mm (over 400 - 500mm). We used a

Bose® Electroforce 3200 dynamic testing machine (Bose Corp., Massachusetts, US).

The support span length was 30mm, and loading speed of the machine was fixed at

20mm.min−1 to eliminate any potential dynamic effect. Each test was repeated three

times, and the average value and standard deviation were computed. Rigidity changes

sharply within 15 cm of the distal tip and stays consistent beyond it. In the model

creation, the algorithm measures element lengths from the tip and assigns individual

mechanical properties to the elements based on the rigidity graph (see algorithm 3
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lines 9 - 11).

3.3 Experimental Platform and Study Protocol

3.3.1 Experimental Setup

The setup has a transparent, realistic, anthropomorphic training phantom (fabricated

from Acrylic glass and transparent) representing the aortic arch and extended carotid

structure with normal configuration (Fig. 21). A camera is mounted above the

phantom to provide image feedback for force estimation and also operator visual

guidance. A robotic platform is designed to remotely navigate the guidewire (Fig.

21 (b)). The robotic driver (slave) is controlled by the operator (master) using

a keyboard/joystick to command the manipulation procedure. A ZipwireTM Stiff

guidewire with angled tip shape is used with no support catheter. The operator

performs navigation under image-guidance using a live gray-scale image simulating 2D

fluoroscopy projected on a monitor, i.e. the constant transformation of camera image

to a real-time gray scale frame stream. It is a general case study of any non-steerable

catheter or guidewire navigation through cardiovascular anatomy.

Part of the aim of this paper is to study and compare the total force exerted on the

vasculature, i.e., the insertion force in our setup, with intraluminal interaction contact

forces. To do so, the phantom is mounted on a six-axis force-torque (F/T) sensor as

shown in Fig. 21 (d) (Mini40; ATI Industrial Automation, Inc, Apex, NC). The setup

provides force measurement in the X, Y and Z directions. The phantom is placed on

its gravity center to hinder tilting or vibration during the procedure. The force sensor

platform and phantom are isolated from any other support or contact, so that the force

measurement corresponds to the resultant catheter-vessel force vector. The F/T sensor

readings are obtained through a Data Acquisition system (National Instrument DAQ)

using a software which records data at 60 Hz and computes resultant magnitudes of
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Figure 21: Experimental setup used for force monitoring tests (a) depicting robotic catheter
drive (b), schematic design (c), force measurement platform by F/T sensor (d), aortic arteries
(e).

the 3D force measurements. Measurements are zeroed at the very beginning of each

test to omit the weight of the phantom or any undesired load. Also, phantom is not

perfused which would not affect the proposed method evaluation. However, the fluid
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dynamic effect of blood in clinical condition might need be considered where such

effect would be minimal in case of extreme deflection as tool is firmly supported by

contact points.

Robotic Navigation System: A robotic driver system is designed based on the

methods in conventional manual navigation of non-steerable catheters/guidewire,

i.e., techniques similar to the push, pull, and twist. The design (Fig. 21 (c)) has

two degrees of freedom as of insertion and rotation similar to the designs in [9]. It

consists of a translational driver unit mounted on a slip-ring gantry, which allows the

rotational motion of the catheter simultaneous to insertion motion. Simultaneous

rotation-insertion motion is a acquired skill in manual manipulation that is featured in

the proposed robotic system. The design includes two servomotors (Dynamixel XH430

series, ROBOTIS, CA, US) under velocity control law based on a PID controller.

Catheter translation motion is achieved by a fractional drive wheel and a secondary

spring-loaded idler roller coupled opposite-side of the drive wheel to guarantee sufficient

frictional force. The second motor rotates the whole translation unit on a housing

gantry equipped with a slip-ring. It allows unlimited rotation of catheter to facilitate

maneuverability.

3.3.2 Study Protocol and Data Analysis

One operator performed remote robotic navigation of the guidewire through supra-

aortic vessels, including the right subclavian artery (RSA), the right common carotid

artery (RCCA), the left common carotid artery (LCCA) and the left subclavian artery

(LSA), see Fig. 21 (e). Cannulations were repeated five times for each targeted artery.

The position and length of contact interactions are obtained from image segmentation

along with the CF estimation results from the FEM model to visualize CF monitoring

on vessel boundaries. Resultant insertion forces on the phantom are recorded with the

F/T sensor. The quantitative analysis is performed on the parameters of intraluminal
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CF and resultant forces, including: average of peak force, standard deviation (STD)

of peak force, average of mean force, force-time impact (force integral over time).

The FEM estimation error is analyzed based on GW deformed shape estimation, i.e.,

planar distance between actual GW and the simulated results. If (hi, qi) represent

coordinates of each points on the actual shape and (Hi, Qi) as the coordinates of

points from the FEM model, then the estimation error (EP ) is expressed by

EP =
»

(hi −Hi)2) + (qi −Qi)2) (15)

The structural stress of the GW is obtained from the FEM model. It results in an

intraluminal stress study during navigation.

3.4 Results and Discussion

3.4.1 Intraluminal Contact Forces

Fig. 22 depicts an example of guidewire FEM model and simulated results at a given

time during cannulation of RCCA. Subfigure (a) presents the FEM model structure:

the guidewire beam model (meshed in red), deflection vector di which is applied

to boundary condition BCi, the simulated guidewire in blue contour highlighting

reaction forces, direction and magnitudes of four local contact force vectors and the

contact positions on the vessel wall. In this example, contact forces are: |~f1| = 0.17N ,

|~f2| = 0.26N , |~f3| = 0.09N , |~f4| = 0.03N . Contact forces closer to the distal end

(~f3 and ~f4) are significantly lower than ~f1 and ~f2 which is due to lower GW flexural

rigidity in that region. Fig. 22 (b) compares modeling results represented as green dots

to the actual GW shape from image segmentation in blue curve. A visual comparison

suggests that the model mimics the GW behavior.

Fig. 23 displays a graph tracking local CFs during navigation of the RCCA. At the
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(a) (b)

Figure 22: FEM model of GW at a given time: meshed beam model, boundary conditions,
deflection vectors, simulated shape and estimated CF vectors applied to the vessel wall (a),
actual GW from imaging compared to FEM modeling (b).

Figure 23: Example of image-based intraluminal contact forces monitoring for every local
contact points through RCCA navigation. CF4 to CF1 are named from the distal tip toward
the proximal end.
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beginning of the procedure, the GW has only one contact, and the number of contacts

is increasing to four as GW is advancing. The maximal ranges of CF3 and CF4 are

0.04N - 0.11N whereas the ranges of CF1 and CF2 are about 0.205N - 0.26N . The

ascending trend is seen for all CF values, but CF1 and CF2 forces increase to larger

values. This is because the CF1 and CF2 positions are moving away from the tip

over insertion which gradually shifts contact to the stiffer regions, whereas CF3 and

CF4 are just happening at the softer regions close to the tip. CF magnitudes are

fluctuating because of the GW slip-stick motion on the phantom wall.

Maximal intraluminal CF, as the main safety performance metric in interventional

procedures, is highlighted on a gray shadow in Fig. 23. Maximal CF was on CF1 and

turns to CF2 after the guidewire gets in contact with more points and is being highly

deflected at the middle region (see Fig. 23 where CF3 starts). It was observed that

every procedure has a unique CF monitoring trend; however, maximal contact forces

were always happening on contact points far from the tip rather than near.

A map of CF on vessel interaction boundaries over the time of the procedure is

presented in Fig. 24 (results are for the same trial presented in Fig. 23). CF magnitudes

are color-coded on their coordinate of interaction. The guidewire continuously interacts

with the inner lumen arterial wall in which some parts of the wall get in contact several

times. Maximum CF is visualized cases where several interactions occur on a part of

the lumen. The path of interactions starts from both side of the descending aorta,

gets to the aortic arch bifurcations and moves into RCCA where it mainly interacts

with the right side of RCCA. Maximal contact forces are localized at the bifurcation

edge of RCCA in the aortic arch, about 0.26N , and downward in the right side of the

descending aorta, about 0.2N . This is due to the large deflection induced on the GW

at those regions and also the guidewire’s high rigidity modulus.

Fig. 25 depicts CF contour map of RSA, LCCA, and LSA cannulation. In these

examples maximum CFs are 0.31N , 0.08N and 0.11N for RSA, LCCA and LSA,
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Figure 24: Guidewire-vessel interactions and intraluminal contact forces map computed
during navigation of RCCA.

respectively. Observing the CF contours suggest that maximal CF in the procedures

mainly happens at the bifurcation edges, where the guidewire path changes, and

it is being forced to bend by the edge wall while advancing. In other words, the

bifurcation edge wall acts as a support for the GW. Additionally, guidewire sticking

to the phantom wall leads to more friction forces and consequently, more push force

and CF. RSA contours looks similar to RCCA in terms of magnitudes and maximal

CF locations on the vessels. This is because of common navigation procedure up

to RCCA-RSA bifurcation, which consequently results in similar GW motion and

interactions map.

Table 4 shows intraluminal contact force metrics in all cannulation experiments.

Cannulation of RCCA and RSA are associated with higher contact forces compared

with LCCA and LSA, since these procedures are more dexterous and engage a longer
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Figure 25: Intraluminal contact force monitoring results showing magnitude and position
of applied forces on arterial wall through cannulation of Right Subclavian Artery (a),
Left Common Carotid Artery (b), Left Subclavian Artery (c) (force scales are different in
sub-figures).

portion of GW with larger deflections and larger friction forces. The highest CF

peak up to 0.37N was observed in RSA cannulation. Average of peak CFs were

0.24N , 0.305N , 0.092N and 0.114N at RCCA, RSA, LCCA and LSA respectively

and average of mean CF were 0.14N , 0.172N , 0.041N and 0.046N . The standard

deviation of peak CF was from 0.021N to 0.053N showing a big variation over trials.
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Table 4: Mean values for computationally predicted intraluminal contact force and measured
resultant force.

RCCA RSA LCCA LSA

Intraluminal Contact Forces

Average Max CF (N) 0.24 0.305 0.092 0.114

STD Max CF (N) 0.053 0.046 0.021 0.026

Average Mean CF (N) 0.142 0.172 0.041 0.046

Average F-T Integration (N.s) 8.57 9.85 1.23 1.17

Resultant Force

Average Max force (N) 0.291 0.321 0.074 0.081

STD Max CF (N) 0.082 0.104 0.034 0.038

Average Mean force (N) 0.078 0.093 0.031 0.035

Average F-T Integration (N.s) 4.75 6.45 1.06 0.875

It infers that not all procedures have small CF, but some may cause damage to arterial

cells. Force time integration or force impact is a performance metric for quality of

the procedure; a lower value indicates faster procedures with lower CF, i.e., the best

desired scenario. Force impact was from 1.17N.s at LSA up to 9.85N.s at RSA. The

higher value of CF and longer time of cannulation to reach the targeted point in RSA

and RCCA resulted in significantly greater Force-Time integration (N.s).

3.4.2 Estimation Error

A validation of the proposed method showing accuracy and effectiveness in multi-

point force estimations were performed in a earlier study [134]. It suggested that

a smaller error in force estimation was associated with a smaller shape simulation

error. In this study, direct intravascular force measurement is not possible, thus the

performance evaluation is conducted based on shape estimation error by comparing

actual GW deflected shape and FEM simulation. Table 5 includes maximum and

average root-mean-square-errors in shape estimation along with GW lengths values

and average applied deflections in contact points. The estimation error is defined in
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Table 5: Model accuracy based on shape estimation error along with GW lengths and
deflections.

RCCA RSA LCCA LSA

Max length (mm) 314 332 257 193

Mean length (mm) 211 224 176 124

Mean deflection (mm) 63 75 51 42

FEM Estimation Error (Ep)

RMSEu (mm) 2.2 3.1 1.8 1.3

MAXEu (mm) 4.3 5.7 3.2 2.4

Eq. 15. Within all arteries, maximal errors are 4.3mm and 5.7mm for the RCCA and

RSA cases, respectively, where the maximum GW lengths are 314mm and 332mm.

Average applied deflections are between 42mm and 75mm within the arteries. The

estimation error is higher for scenarios with larger deflection.

3.4.3 Resultant Exerted Forces

Some studies proposed the measurement of total catheter/GW insertion forces or total

contact forces applied on a phantom for either contact force evaluation or insertion

force control [41, 132]. Total catheter insertion force does not represent the local CF

applied on the inner arterial wall, while it is likely to be the resultant of intraluminal

CFs plus unknown friction forces from introducer sheet, access point, etc. Here, we are

comparing maximal intraluminal CF with resultant exerted force (RF) on the phantom

recorded by the F/T sensor platform. Fig. 26 shows samples of force comparisons

within arteries. There is no consistent trend; the maximal intraluminal CF is higher

or lower than RF; however, in the majority of times, intraluminal CF is larger. RF

may fall through procedure while CF remains large. It also suggests that RF is not

a promising indication of complications since it is not as high as the CF, and their

peaks do not match. Table 4 includes intraluminal CF and RF metrics. Max RF

values may be higher compared to max CF, whereas mean RF is always showing lower
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Figure 26: Total force exerted on the phantom, RF, is compared with maximum local
intraluminal CF in cannulation of arteries.

values. This means that low catheter/GW insertion force could increase deflection

gradually, which may lead to a high intraluminal CF with a risk of arterial wall injury.

Monitoring and controlling RF, or insertion force, might smoothen the procedure, but

it does not necessarily prevent excessive CF and subsequent complications.

3.4.4 Stress

In the proposed method, we can extract stress and strain from the GW/catheter FEM

model at any instant of time. Guidewire material is linear, i.e., elastic strains. Fig. 27

presents samples of GW stress contour in arteries. Using intraluminal information,

GW structure can be optimized to maximize navigation performance while minimizing

CF and stress.
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Figure 27: Stress estimation of GW during cannulation of arteries, RSA (a), RCCA (b),
aortic arch (c), LCCA (d), LSA (e).

3.4.5 Discussion and Limitations

The observed errors in estimation could be due to measurement error in GW bending

modulus over its length. Sharp changes in flexural rigidity may not be appropriately

seen in sequential experiments. However, manufacturers have bending information

based on their design, which can be used if such information is provided. Another error

source is that the GW model is initially considered as a straight cantilever, whereas

small deflection of the structure is observed for high initial lengths. The accuracy of

force monitoring varies depending on the correctness of image segmentation as well,

but is not sensitive to it. Camera calibration could cause such errors in this study,

which may not be an issue in commercially available clinical imaging systems.

The proposed force estimation does not require information on arterial wall material

properties and tissue deflections, which is considered an advantage; however, having

that information would help to estimate local pressure profile on contact. It is almost

certain that a distributed contact may happen but it should result in a wider contact
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area, which produces lower pressure and risk. In this study, the amount of force,

deflection, stress, and other parameters are reported for navigation of a GW in a

training phantom, therefore, they are not necessarily as the same magnitude as in

clinical practice, and such conclusion should not be made.

3.5 Conclusion

Tool-vasculature interaction was reported to be the leading cause of complications

and major concern, such as embolization, stroke, ischaemic lesion, and perforation,

in endovascular interventions. In this study, the case of catheter contact point

forces is of interest, as it is the extreme condition with a high risk of over-pressure

on the vasculature. We implemented an image-based intraluminal catheter-vessel

interaction monitoring tool based on imaging data and numerical computation. The

image segmentation algorithms successfully detect and track contacts, vasculature

boundaries, catheter and compute needed pose measurements. The FEM model

effectively simulates manipulation and predicts contact forces and structural stress.

Remote cannulation of the aortic arteries was performed using a robotic unit and

intraluminal contact force monitoring was achieved by tracking local CFs and building

a contour map of CF on the arterial wall. Results suggest that RCCA and RSA

associated with higher CF where maximal CF happens at the bifurcation edge of the

aortic arch. The estimation error was low, showing the fidelity of the model. Contact

forces can be visualized intraoperatively for clinicians to prevent injuries and reduce

the learning curve for novices. CF could be used by the robotic system as a feedback

for restrained force control. Resultant forces exerted on the vascular phantom is

directly measured and compared with local CF trend, where small RF and catheter

insertion forces could be detected while ICF was large on the vessel wall. The model

can predict structural stress of a GW besides CF data in practice, which can help
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to research and optimize the design of interventional tools. Nearly all cardiovascular

procedures are under 2D real-time imaging. Physicians keep the imaging plane tangent

to catheter motion, which we have simulated experimentally in this study. Extending

the proposed methodology to 3D is an intuitive step that requires an upgrade to a

3D imaging platform and 3D FEM modeling. The proposed method can be further

implemented on other types of interventional devices and cardiovascular procedures.
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Chapter 4

Automated Endovascular Insertion

Limiting Intraluminal Contact

Force via Image-based Control

Under controlled tool-tissue interaction is the leading cause of complications and risks

in endovascular interventions. Clinicians have little understanding of intraluminal

interactions taking place through the length of endovascular tools as well as limited

control over them. Manually derived vascular robotic systems have not achieved

control of the intraluminal contact forces (ICF). This paper tackles the issue through

a semi-automated vascular robotic framework to control tool-tissue interaction forces

under a prescribed safe reference while advancing the navigation procedure. The

proposed system is composed of ICF control and visual servoing. A force control-based

catheterization performs regulated tool insertion based on image-based ICF sensing.

An automated retraction-reinsertion feature employs visual servoing of the tip to

ease the excessive ICF and extreme deflection caused by the gradual build-up of

wall friction forces. The automated method was tested within a realistic simulation

environment in robotic cannulation of aortic arteries and assessed compared to two
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manual teleoperation modes: with visually ICF monitoring, and without access to

ICF data. Automated force control-based catheterization has successfully limited all

interaction forces under a safe range while advancing a guidewire to complete the

procedure through autonomous retraction-reinsertion. Smoother motion, reduced ICF,

and decreased workload has been achieved by automated robotic control. Employing

the visual ICF monitoring system in manual teleoperation has shown improvement in

force and motion metrics but not well as the automated technique. Tool-tissue ICF

control can potentially improve the quality of endovascular navigation and minimize

intraprocedural and post-treatment complications and risks of vessel wall damage.

4.1 Introduction

Medical robotic systems continue to embrace and integrate advancements to become

more featured, intelligent, and adapted for specific needs and treatments. Magellan

System (Hansen Medical, Mountain View, CA, USA) and CorPath GRX system

(Corindus Vascular Robotics, MA, USA) are within commercial robotic-assisted

intervention systems developed for peripheral vascular and percutaneous coronary

interventions (PCI) receptively. Teleoperated endovascular robotic intervention offers

advantages including significant reduction in radiation exposure (operator shields from

X-ray radiation), precise positioning, sub-millimeter measurements, increased stability,

controllability, and added comfort in a seated cockpit control unit. As an example,

recent clinical evidence in robotic PCI demonstrates the feasibility and safety including

99.1% clinical success in complex coronary lesion cases [29], 95% reduction in radiation

exposure to primary operator [20] and 20% to patient compared to manual [30], as

well as significant reduction in measurement errors and need for extra stent [31].

Despite all the progress in vascular robotics, the control of interactions with

anatomy through the entire tool shape, i.e., not just the tip but also side forces, is still
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unsolved [145]. Clinical studies show that perforation, embolization, dissection, and

thrombosis are among several complications due to endovascular tool interaction with

the arterial wall [11, 56]. Fig. 28 shows computed tomography images of perforation

and dissection in aortic arteries intervention. In the treatment of atherosclerosis

(i.e., thickening of arteries due to build-up of fatty deposits that form a hardened

plaque), the excessive pressure on vascular wires and catheter and applying higher

force to cross highly calcified lesions may cause vessel perforation and significantly

raises other complications’ likelihood [57, 58]. Furthermore, intraprocedural stroke

and post-treatment ischemia brain lesions are still significant risks in endovascular

carotid artery intervention and stenting [59, 60].

Studies concerning catheter-tissue interaction (contact force measurements and

control) are mainly limited to the single point force at the tip of steerable electrophys-

iology catheters for heart arrhythmia treatment, whereas dangerous contacts may also

occur along the length of the catheter body [56, 145]. Recent research has developed

a force regulation system combined with 3D ultrasound imaging and visual servoing

to maintain catheter tip force level through compensating the motion of heart tissue

[104]. Other studies investigated the modeling and control of ablation contact forces

using estimation methods based on catheter shape analysis [90, 110].

Researchers also targeted catheter proximal forces sensing as an alternative solution

to develop either force control-based robotic insertion [41, 42] or haptic and tactile

feedback systems to recreate insertion force from the intervention devices [49, 115, 146–

149]. Fuzzy control algorithms based on guidewire insertion force were investigated to

increase safety and precise positioning [44]. A hybrid impedance control scheme was

implemented on a 7-DoF robot enabled with proximal sensing to perform simultaneous

force/position control for driving the catheter [42]. Further studies moved toward

automated catheter delivery systems using image guidance, active steering, and

proximal sensing feedback [41]. However, the proximal driving force is the sum of all
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(a)

(b)

Figure 28: Examples of perforation and dissection in aortic arteries intervention (a) computed
tomography showing dissection of the brachiocephalic trunk, (b) computed tomography
showing perforation of the right subclavian artery [11].

catheter-vasculature collision forces plus the friction of introducer sheath and other

vascular devices, in which sensing cannot distinguish intraluminal contact force (CF)

at a local interaction point. Controlling the total driving force can make the procedure

smoother, more stable, and continuous, but may not necessarily guarantee a safe

interaction with lower local intraluminal CF. However, local intraluminal interaction

of common non-steerable guidewires and catheters through the entire length of contact

drew less attention due to a lack of measurement tools and complexity of controlling

such highly nonlinear under-actuated system. Some other recent studies have looked

into enabling automated robotic catheterization using learning-based techniques based

on catheter motion trajectory from expert demonstration, reinforcement learning, and
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imitation learning [36, 45–48], which resulted in a reduction in the direct force exerted

on the vascular model. Other studies suggest reduction in total contact forces exerted

on vascular using robotic system with steerable catheters compared to conventional

catheterization [145]. Although a reduction in exerted force on the vasculature, i.e.,

resultant of all CFs, suggests an improvement in the navigation procedure [133], our

recent investigation showed that large intraluminal point CF may occur on the arterial

wall even at small total CF exerted on the vascular phantom [150].

The above described issues have led us to investigate measuring intraluminal

contact point forces using image-based estimations and automating robotic insertion

to maintain local contact forces in a safe range based on the image-based sensing

feedback. In previous works [134, 150], we presented an image-based contact force

estimation approach using the continuous numerical modeling of the catheter and

delivered an intraluminal CF monitoring system for the entire length of catheter-tissue

interaction.

This paper proposes an automated approach to drive the tool insertion and control

the maximal local contact forces, and consequently keep all interaction forces in a

prescribed safe limit. Features of the proposed semi-automated cooperative robotic

method are described as follow:

• A human-robot shared control where the operator controls the rotation and

commands the insertion while the robot automatically regulates the insertion

speed, stops the procedure, and performs automated retraction-reinsertion trials

to limit the interaction forces in a safe range.

• A cascade velocity actuated force controller system based on the image-based in-

traluminal contact force sensing feedback that actively adjusts catheter insertion

speed for optimal response to sudden change/peaks in interaction forces.

• An automated catheter retraction based on the tip visual servoing relaxes

excessive jammed tool deflections and the associated contact force to allow
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reinsertion at lower force levels.

The proposed automated technique implemented in our experimental robotic-

assisted vascular intervention platform, which includes a 2 DOF vascular robotic drive,

an anthropomorphic aortic arch phantom, a 6 DOF torque/force sensing coupled on the

phantom, and a camera. The teleoperated framework allows the operator to remotely

perform navigation tasks under visual guidance, which is the same image feedback

used for contact force and tip position sensing. The proposed automated cooperative

teleoperated framework is validated through a set of experiments in cannulation of

aortic arteries, in which they are compared with manual teleoperation using the

intraluminal contact force monitoring system [150] and traditional teleoperation. The

effectiveness of employing the intraluminal CF data into a monitoring system for the

operator’s visual guidance is also investigated compared to traditional operations. The

quality of the procedures are further assessed by comparing performance metrics of

distal tip trajectory, intraluminal contact forces, and applied forces on vasculature

phantom.

Results suggest the effectiveness of the proposed cooperative framework to achieve

safe and efficient intervention as well as the following contributions:

• The proposed robotic approach based on the CF controller and automated tip

retractions achieves controlling catheter-arterial wall interactions within a safe

prescribed force limit, which significantly reduces the risk of complications such

as perforation and dissection, stroke, and brain lesion.

• The proposed method is able to finish the intervention tasks successfully where

the safe limit is feasible based on tool properties and targeted anatomy.

• It is observed that jerky and slip/stick motion is more likely where the catheter is

largely deflected and CF is high, in which the controller has engaged in regulating

insertion speed and smoothening such motion.
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• Comparative experiments demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed robotic

method with smoother catheter path, reduced intraluminal and vasculature

exerted forces, and reduced operator workload.

• We show that intraluminal force data integrated within a visual monitoring

system guides the operator to avoid extreme CF peaks and achieves reduction

in interaction forces as well as an enhanced smoothness of tip trajectory.

To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first reported attempt to perform

robotic vascular intervention with an automated intraluminal contact force control

to limit the entire interaction forces through the length of the catheter/guidewire.

We have generalized the method for conventional vascular tool. In the manuscript

”catheter” refers to any general type of non-steerable catheters and guidewires. The rest

of paper is organized as follow: Section 4.2 explains the automated force control system

and human robot shared control method; Section 4.3 describes the robotic vascular

teleoperation framework; Section 4.4 presents the experimental results, comparison,

limitation and discussion; Section 4.5 concludes the study.

4.2 Methods

4.2.1 Robotic Intraluminal Force Control-based Catheteriza-

tion

Vascular tool interaction with the vessel wall may lead to aggressive contact force

with the risk of serious complications, i.e., perforation, penetration, and dissection.

Physicians try to avoid vessel injury by relying on visual 2D fluoroscopy guidance

and tactile cues from the small driving force and torque sensing at the fingertip. The

tactile sensing is also highly noisy due to friction of catheters and guidewires with

introducer sheath, support, or guide catheters. Accordingly, interventionists have
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little understanding of the intraluminal interaction taking place. While the operator

performs manipulation to attain a targeted artery, pass tortuous anatomy, or cross a

blocked vessel, the chance of complication increases as interaction contact forces are

rising.

The robotic intraluminal force control-based catheterization (RIFCC) attempts

to drive the tool while maintaining supervisory control on all intraluminal contact

point forces through the vessel interactions. RIFCC aims to restrict contact force

in the safe range to prevent complications with manual robotic teleoperation due to

uncontrolled CF. The image-based contact force estimation, as presented in previous

works [134, 150] provides intraluminal contact force feedback for the robotic system.

The estimation is based on a nonlinear finite element catheter model developed using

image-based data. The deflected pose is extracted from real-time imaging and catheter

deflections fed to the inverse FEM model to compute the CFs. Proposed RIFCC uses

a contact force controller, which regulates the catheter driving based on intraluminal

CF feedback. The force controller updates the catheter insertion speed to damp peak

forces and maintains CF safely, preventing jerky motion and slip-stick condition, i.e.,

increased smoothness. Since the force controller drives the catheter, not the operator,

it responds fast to an increase in CF due to longitudinal friction build-up and excessive

deflections. The controller also decreases the insertion speed as the CF trend increases

to let the catheter slide rather than stick to the wall. This may minimize the chance

of vessel injury and complications. On the other hand, lower contact forces result in

higher insertion velocity to save operation time. By reducing the operation time, a

lower dose of contrast agent is needed, and less X-Ray exposure is given to clinicians

and patient. The controller is more engaged as ICF is getting close to the max safe

ICF threshold; otherwise, the operator can adjust the insertion maximum speed as

desired for navigation purposes. There is more than one contact point force through

the length of catheter interaction, in which the maximal ICF point is fed to the control
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loop as feedback.

RIFCC works on the linear translation of the catheter to achieve the desired goal.

Once the controller reaches the maximal safe ICF limit, the system switches to an

automatic catheter retraction (ACR) step. ACR retracts the tip using visual tracking,

and it eases excessive contact forces caused by extreme deflections through relaxing

the catheter body. Without the retraction step, the force controller slightly oscillates

over the CF safe threshold and cause the navigation procedure to get stuck and stay

in a risky condition. During the retraction-reinsertion procedure, a small amplitude

proximal wiggling is added to the catheter motion as an intentional disturbance to

reduce the coaxial friction. This approach has been learned from clinical expert

reasoning in manually navigated cases. When resistance to insertion met or a chance

of damage is raised, the physician retracts the catheter and may rotate or wiggle

to achieve smoother and safer reinsertion through the relaxed bulking, deformation,

and frictional forces on the device. ACR employs visual servoing of the catheter

tip position to a pre-defined displacement target. Vision sensing provides position

feedback through the image segmentation and tracking methods presented in [134, 150].

Retracting the distal tip ensures relaxing deflections since the whole body of catheter

should retract before the tip moves.

4.2.2 Insertion Model

Let us describe the dynamics of catheter insertion as a simplified model presented in

Fig. 29. A linear robotic drive pushes a cart attached to the catheter proximal end in

one single direction, while other directions are constrained. Elastic beams represent the

catheter’s sections, connecting contact points to the cart and the other contact points.

Angular springs are placed at the beams’ revolute joint, which makes bending moment

between catheter’s sections. Each beam has its own nonlinear bending stiffness, which

is a function of the beam’s deformed state. Weightless elements with frictional contact
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Figure 29: Schematic model of intervention tool insertion includes elastic nonlinear beams
between contact elements with frictional contacts on an uneven surface which would induce
lateral deflection as of being inserted in the vasculature.

on the surface describe the contact points. The frictional coefficient, µ(x), is also

nonlinear as a function of the path represented by the position xcp. As the cart moves,

beams are being deflected in axial directions, which results in the frictional force of

ffi exerted to CPi. The curved surface presents the vascular path, which induces the

lateral deflection to the beam at the contact points, leading to a normal contact force

of fni
. The resultant of ffi and fni

is the contact force fci . We can describe catheter

motion as the cart pushes the first beam and contact element, which consequently

pushes the other beams and contact elements. The whole system moves as the beam

deflection, frictional forces, and distance between contact elements could fluctuate to

the nonlinearity.

In order to control interacting contact forces Fc, one solution would be to control

a position reference x|Fc=Fr
for which Fc = Fr using the position control law [151].

However, in the case of catheter insertion with complex and nonlinear elastic parts,

it is not possible to determine what position corresponds to the reference force Fr.

Thus, the proposed solution is a velocity controller based on the force error, where a

velocity is commanded to the manipulator in the direction that decreases the force
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error. It uses the inverse damping law:

ẋp = b ∆F (16)

where ∆F = Fr − Fc and b is an accommodation gain. If we assume the condition

that catheter contact force always increases with an increase in insertion position xp,

i.e., applying more deflection, then:

∂Fc

∂xp
= κ(x) (17)

where κ(x) > 0 represents whole catheter insertion stiffness.

The sufficient condition for the force error to converge to zero is to have a system

with γ(x) > 0 where:

d

dt
(∆F ) = −γ(x)∆F (18)

In order to prove this condition in our system, the left side of Eq. 18 can be written

as:

d

dt
(∆F ) = −∂Fc

∂x
ẋ = −κ(x)ẋ, (19)

considering ∆F = Fr − Fc.

Substituting ∆F from 16 and equating 18 and 19 result in:

κ(x)ẋ = γ(x)b−1ẋp (20)

where ẋ = ẋp

κ(x) = γ(x)b−1 (21)

choosing b as a positive value and considering the stability condition where κ(x) > 0,

then

γ(x) > 0 (22)
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which proves force convergence based on inverse damping law of 16. A proof of

stability of nonlinear stiffness contact controller based on force/velocity mapping, i.e.,

inverse of damping, is discussed in [151].

4.2.3 Control Methods

The control method aims to keep intraluminal contact forces in a safe range and

respond fast to the procedure to prevent force over-shoot and overload in interactions.

Catheter insertion potentially might be controlled based on an insertion force control

law:

~FI = ~Fcd +
∑

~Fci + ~Fdst + ~Cẋ (23)

where ~FI is the insertion force, ~Fcd is the desired max safe contact force, ~Fci are the

other contact forces, ~Fdst are disturbance forces and ~Cẋ is the damping force. There

are nonlinearity, disturbances, and damping in catheter insertion, which are hard to

control. Thus, the robot driver force regulator, Fi, based on force error would not

respond correctly to contact force tracking as the nonlinear dynamics of catheter

prevent proper transmission control action to end effector, i.e., contact points.

A velocity actuated force controller is proposed, where the outer-loop is the force

controller, which commands the catheter insertion velocity references in the direction

that decreases the force error. The cascade design of the control system gives an

improved response to disturbances. Let us assume two conditions where the frictional

force and disturbance are significantly different, but the contact force error is the

same, then the force controller output is giving an equal insertion velocity reference, in

which the inner-loop velocity controller adjusts the effort needed to transmit action to

the end effector. The cascade control arrangement isolates nonlinearity and friction to

prevent the loop from becoming unstable or sluggish. Fig. 30 presents the architecture

of the designed control system block diagram. Proximal insertion velocity controller,

as the inner-loop, is nesting inside the contact force controller loop. The image-based
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Figure 30: Control block diagram of the proposed system. Intraluminal contact force
controller (lower loop) drives catheter in insertion and the tip position controller (upper
loop) automatically retract tip to relax excessive CF.

contact force sensing block provides force feedback based on the sensor-less estimation

method presented in [150]. A numerical force estimator computes contact forces using

the catheter FEM model and pose measurements of contact point from the image

processing. The force feedback is the maximal contact force (Fcmax) between all contact

forces Fci through the length of interaction and its position changes during navigation.

The desired force set point is the maximal prescribed safe force (Fs). Force controller

does the driving procedure while regulating the insertion velocity set point based on

the contact force error. The inner-loop controller sets the robot effort to meet the

velocity setpoint based on the proximal insertion velocity feedback. As the catheter

or guidewire navigates through the vasculature, the distal section interacts with the

vessel wall, i.e., the plant. Plant image feedback closes the control loop. The velocity

level loop responds quickly and considerably reduces the level of force fluctuations

that could have occurred with the single loop force control system.

Retraction of the catheter based on a tip position controller is proposed once

the maximum safe contact force is reached, i.e., the force error ef = 0. This would

prevent the oscillation of the contact force controller and its consequences in hitting
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the vessel’s wall and injuring it. A logic block switches the control scenario between

the contact force controller, which does the insertion, and the catheter tip position

controller, which automatically retracts the catheter. As explained, such system is

proposed based on the fact that retracting catheter let the buckling, friction forces

and significant catheter deflections relax and leads to smoother reinsertion. There

is almost no chance for tool kinking as the safe limit is much smaller compare to

kinking/buckling load. To do so, a minimal catheter tip retraction (∆Pt) is enough

because the whole catheter body axial deflection (buckling) would relax before the

distal end retracts. We propose a velocity actuated position control strategy for tip

translational motion as shown in the upper loop of Fig. 30. It is a cascade arrangement

similar to contact force control for the same reasons of system limitation. Catheters’

motion is a nonlinear system meaning that the tip translation is not proportional to

the point of entry insertion. It is because of significant flexibility in the catheter and

frictional forces acting along the length. The outer-loop controller commands proximal

insertion velocity reference based on distal tip position feedback. Without the internal

velocity control loop, the outer loop must be detuned as the catheter moves, and its

boundary condition, deflections, and frictional forces are changing. Visual servoing

technique is employed using position feedback extracted from the vision sensing. Tip

desired position is

Ptd = PtCF
−∆Pt (24)

where Ptd is the desired tip position in retraction, PtCF
is tip position where max

contact force happens and ∆Pt is a predefined retraction value based on navigation

case conditions. Tip detection and tracking are based on catheter segmentation

methods as described in previous studies [134, 150].

Classic closed-loop proportional-integral-derivative (PID) control algorithm is

utilized to minimize the error between the desired and actual inputs. PID can

effectively deal with nonlinear uncertain dynamic systems [152], such as the vascular
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navigation process. The classic PID controller has control function of:

u(t) = kpe(t) + ki

∫ t

0

e(τ)d(τ) + kdė(t) (25)

where e is the control error, defined by:

e(t) = y∗ − y(t) (26)

for any desired reference value y∗ ∈ R and y(t) parameter at the time instant t, and

kp, ki, kd are the control parameters to be designed. The contact force controller uses

a PD controller without the integration term since the controller is designed to keep

force lower than a limit rather than maintaining force on a desired value, the integral

term should be avoided. A relatively high kd parameter is designed for fast damping

response to possible peak contact forces. This would smoothen contact forces high-

frequency peaks, which are most difficult to be avoided in manual catheter insertion.

Tip retraction position controller designed based on PID terms. The controller is

designed for an aggressive fast retraction to save time. In the cascade structure, tuning

the internal robot driver velocity controller should be performed in the primary step,

and then tuning of the outer-loop controllers will been achieved. During the retraction-

reinsertion loop the proximal wiggling is activated to add intentional disturbance

aimed a lower friction force and less slip stick occurrence.

4.3 Experimental Setup and Hardware Design

The proposed framework is verified through the teleoperation catheterization experi-

mental setup shown in Fig. 31, also presented in [150]. The operator conducts aortic

artery cannulation tasks using the robotic catheter manipulator in a transparent,

realistic, anthropomorphic training phantom. The camera provides image feedback for
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force estimation, visual servoing, as well as operator visual guidance. Live gray-scale

imaging is projected on a monitor to simulate the X-Ray fluoroscopy for the opera-

tor. A six-axis force/torque sensor capable of detecting force with a resolution of 5

millinewtons (Mini40; ATI Industrial Automation, Inc, Apex, NC) carries phantom to

record total vascular contact forces exerted on the phantom. J-shape ZipwireTM Stiff

guidewire (Boston Scientific, USA) with no support catheter was employed. A guide

catheter functions the passage from robotic unit to the phantom and delivers GW up

to the abdominal aorta. The camera captures fluid video at 45 frames per second

(fps) rate, and image processing algorithm achieved catheter pose tracking at 40Hz,

i.e., catheter tip position feedback for control loop and pose measurement for force

estimation. The numerical force estimator runs parallel to image processing at a lower

rate of 24Hz due to inverse FEM model computations. Thus, the update rate of PD

force controller is limited to force feedback rate (24Hz), while the inner velocity PID

controller runs at a much higher frequency of 2.4kHz. The robotic manipulator has

two degrees of freedom to advance, retract, and rotate catheter/GW. The proposed

design includes a linear drive assembled on a rotating drive through a slip-ring gantry.

Two servomotors (Dynamixel XH430 series, ROBOTIS, CA, US) under velocity con-

trol law based on a PID controller were utilized in drivers. Linear fractional wheel

provides translation motion. Rotational drive rotates transnational unit, delivering

an unlimited rotation motion through gears. The inner velocity PID controllers of

servomotors were tuned based on manufacturer instruction before tuning the outer

loops. Max velocity limits were set to 70mm.s−1 in linear motion and 120 degree.s−1

in rotational motion. The operator can accelerate or slow down motion velocities while

navigating in a manual mode. Outer loop controllers are tuned through hardware in

the loop method, followed by manual fine-tuning. Contact force controller tuning is

performed where GW is introduced to Right Common Carotid Artery (RCCA) and

intraluminal max CF raised near the max safe CF set-point. The goal of CF tuning
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Figure 31: Teleoperation catheterization platform to verify proposed control scenarios
includes: (1) robotic catheter manipulator, (2) vascular aortic arc phantom, (3) phantom
force sensing, (4) camera, (5) operator work station, (6) visual guidance, and (7) ICFmax

monitoring

was to achieve a critically damped response with no overshoot and minimum rise time.

The tip position controller is tuned during retracting GW over a jammed condition

that occurred in RCCA with a predefined retraction value ∆Pt = 5mm. The system

is tuned with large proportional and integral terms to respond fast to the change in

tip position and reduce the settling time to meet the target value.
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4.4 Results and Discussion

4.4.1 Study Protocol

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed framework, an expert was asked

to conduct teleoperation navigation tasks. An operator highly familiar with the

procedure and setup is chosen to eliminate variability in the trials due to operator-to-

operator and insufficient navigation skills in manual teleoperation. The navigation

tasks are cannulation of the Right Subclavian Artery (RSA) and the Right Common

Carotid Artery (RCCA) to meet a target. The operator was asked to perform each

cannulation task five times in three modes:

• Teleoperated: Teleoperation navigation of guidewire under visual guidance

where no ICF data is given to the operator.

• Teleoperated under visual contact force monitoring (VCFM): Teleop-

eration navigation under visual guidance with ICFmax monitoring, i.e., maximal

contact force value, is displayed on the screen as presented in Fig. 31.

• Teleoperated under intraluminal contact force control (ICFC): Shared

control navigation using the proposed intraluminal CF control and automated

retraction framework, in which the robot controls the insertion and the operator

guides the rotation.

4.4.2 Force Control-based Catheterization

The first experiment is designed to validate the overall accuracy and performance of

RIFCC and ACR in limiting the contact forces in the safe range chosen by the operator.

For this purpose, the operator conducts the cannulation of RSA and RCCA using the

proposed framework in the human-robot shared teleoperation control loop. When the

ICFmax is far enough from the safe limit, the internal velocity controller runs at a
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Figure 32: ICFmax (maximum of all contact forces) and V IF during intraluminal CF control
teleoperation with safe ICF limit reference (Fs) is set to 0.25N . System autonomously
performs retraction and re-insertion to limit the ICF. Navigation states based on tip position
are indicated in the bottom that shows tool motion through descending aorta to reach the arc
of aorta, passing bifurcation toward brachiocephalic artery, and then retraction-reinsertion
in brachiocephalic artery to attain the RCCA.

saturation limit for maximum possible insertion speed. The operator can adjust the

velocity saturation limit to control the insertion speed if required for the navigation

procedure. Thus, operator commands insertion or retraction via a joystick/keyboard

interface, while robot automatically controls the process to maintain ICFmax and

perform retract-reinsert trials, using image-based force and position sensing. Fig.

32 shows ICFmax and V IF in an example of RCCA cannulation using the proposed
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automated framework, in which the safe force limit reference (Fs) was set to 0.25N .

ICFmax is the maximum magnitudes of points contact force vectors applied on the

inner lumen vessel wall extracted from image-based estimations. V IF is the insertion

forces measured directly to the phantom, which is calculated as a root-mean-square

force modulus from 3D components measured by the F/T sensor under phantom.

Automated force control, i.e., IFCC and ACR, limits the ICFmax in the prescribed

safe range. ICFmax is fairly low in the aorta through the beginning of the procedure

until it gets into the brachiocephalic artery. As ICFmax raises and gets closer to the

limit Fs, the force controller slows the insertion process, resulting in ICFmax and

V IF ascending rate to drop. Smoother increase in ICFmax shows effective controller

response to sudden change in force which would otherwise lead to peaks over safe limit.

Vertical dashed red lines show where the force controller reached the maximal safe ICF

and momentarily the ACR engaged and retracted the GW. Fig. 33 shows examples of

jammed states as longitudinal friction, regardless of friction types (coulomb, stribeck,

etc), along the guidewire build up and caused large deflection with excessive ICF on

the vasculature, where advancing the tool will cause complications. The automated

framework retracted the GW until the whole excessive deflection relaxed and the

distal tips moved backward at a minimum value, where relaxed states are achieved

(Fig. 33 bottom image). In the relaxed state, the deflections are just caused by

lateral contact forces of the vessel wall. Automated retractions reduced ICFmax

significantly, as well as, V IF dropped sharply due to relaxing elastic forces induced to

the GW by longitudinal friction built-up through the insertion process. Retractions

are highlighted in red on the V IF graph (Fig. 32). V IF value goes negative, once

the GW is fully stretched and whole GW body, including distal tip, is retracting.

Vertical black dashed lines are the end of visual servoing loop where tip position met

predefined displacement and the ICF control loop engages for reinsertion process. The

followed reinsertion trial started with significantly smaller ICFmax and advanced the
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 33: Jammed state of the GW (top) caused by friction build up, excessive deflections
and large ICF transferred to a relaxed state (bottom) in the following re-insertion by
automated retraction and ICF control framework.

procedure forward. Autonomous retraction and reinsertion are repeated three to four

times until the cannulation target was achieved. It shows the effectiveness of the

proposed automated framework to advance catheterization procedure while limiting

ICFs and reforming the jammed condition,i.e., extreme deflections and friction, and

the associated CF peaks. Results of RSA cannulation also suggested a similar trend

in ICFmax and V IF .

The second set of experiments was designed to compare the teleoperation perfor-

mance with and without the proposed automated framework and further evaluate

the improvement by employing the visual intraluminal CF monitoring system. The

task was defined to meet a target point of artery in three modes: (i) Teleoperated,

(ii) Teleoperated under visual ICFmax monitoring (VCFM), and (iii) Automated

teleoperation under ICF control. Safe CF limit of 0.2N and 0.25N were prescribed.
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The operator was instructed to try the best use of ICF data to maintain force value in

the safe range during the procedure. Fig. 34 illustrates a comparison in the ICFmax

between the frameworks and the force distribution during the cannulation. Results

highlight that the automated ICFC framework restricted contact force under safe limit,

whereas VCFM teleoperated and manual teleoperated navigations had several force

peaks over the safe limit. ICFC outperformed both manually controlled modes, and

the distributions show a significant reduction in force values. At the lower Fs of 0.2 N,

teleoperation with ICFmax monitoring was less effective as the operator struggles to

keep the contact force smaller, which underlines the need of a force control system.

However, the visual ICFmax monitoring system helped the operator avoid extreme

peaks (over 0.3N) and keep the majority of navigation near safe range compared to

without force monitoring. It suggests that VCFM effectively improves the performance

of navigation and can potentially prevent serious complications. Observations showed

that the operator might struggle to manage the navigation tasks to follow the path

while simultaneously keeping an eye on the ICFmax value and modified navigation

tasks accordingly. On the other hand, the robot effectively performed a safe automated

insertion and retraction in the shared control framework and let the operator only

handle the rotation.
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(b)

(c) (d)

Figure 34: ICF in automated mode is compared with teleoperation under visual ICF
monitoring and teleoperation without ICF data, Fs = 0.25N (a, c), Fs = 0.2N (b, d).
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4.4.3 Metrics Extraction and Evaluation

The quantitative evaluation of robotic catheterization frameworks was assessed through

the metrics of ICFmax, V IF and tip kinematic. The quantitative performance metrics

for ICFmax and V IF in this study include:

1. Maximum force value (N)

2. Mean force value (N)

3. Standard deviation of force (N)

4. Force impact over time (FIT, N.s, calculated only for ICFmax values over safe

limit)

5. Minimum force value (N , only for V IF )

Table 6 shows the average of the performance metrics for all trials in cannulations

of RSA and RCCA. Significant improvement can be seen in the force metric in favor

of the ICFC approach. Maximum ICF was 0.204N and 0.257N in ICFC for the Fs of

0.2N and 0.25N respectively, where VCFM achieved 0.287N and 0.304N . ICFC and

VCFM reduced ICFmax compare to traditional teleoperated (0.36N). Mean ICFmax

for automated control framework (0.112N , 0.135N) was also smaller than VCFM

(0.115N , 0.146N) and teleoperated (0.176N). Considering maximum and mean

ICFmax as the primary metrics of safety, ICFC achieved significantly safer tool motion.

Table 6: Average values for statistical analysis of intraluminal contact force and force exerted
on vasculature from automated ICFC procedures versus VCFM and traditional teleoperation.

ICFC teleoperated VCFM teleoperated teleoperated

Fs=0.2N Fs=0.25N Fs=0.2N Fs=0.25N

Maximum ICF, N 0.204 0.257 0.287 0.304 0.36

Mean ICF, N 0.112 0.135 0.115 0.146 0.176

STD ICF, N 0.062 0.075 0.084 0.086 0.095

Maximum VIF, N 0.125 0.159 0.164 0.175 0.215

Minimum VIF, N -0.058 -0.042 -0.023 0.01 0

Mean VIF, N 0.054 0.068 0.095 0.107 0.143

STD VIF, N 0.038 0.041 0.042 0.051 0.092
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Maximum and mean V IF , as the metric for the quality of procedure rather than

safety, were lower in automated ICFC compare to VCFM and traditional teleoperated.

Overall, ICFC reduced vascular insertion force 36%-46% compared to VCFM, and

39%-52% compared to traditional teleoperated. The lower V IF translates into a

more controlled procedure and improved quality by limiting the risk of complications.

Standard deviations of both ICFmax and V IF were also smaller for the automated

ICFC framework. Decreased variation in forces suggests smoother guidewire-vessel

interaction with limited extreme deflections.

Force metrics of VCFM compared to the traditional teleoperation shows clear

improvements in navigation, i.e., lower intraluminal contact forces and insertion forces.

VCMF outperformed traditional teleoperated cannulation by 18% reduction in ICFmax,

25% reduction in mean ICF, and 29% smaller V IF .

The risky contact force is defined where the ICFmax value is higher than the

prescribed safe limit, Fs. The larger ICFmax and longer duration over safe limit lead

to a higher chance of complications. With the definition above, the time integration

of contact force (FIT) over safe limit can be the quantitative metric for risk of

complication:

FIT =
N∑
i=0

max
{

(ICFmaxi
− Fs), 0

}
∆t (27)

where ICFmaxi
is ICFmax at time index i.

Fig. 35 (a) presents the box plot for FIT over safe limit. ICFC framework has nearly

zero FIT over safe limit (0 - 0.006N.s) compared to 0.224N.s (interquartile range

IQR 0.201 - 0.255N.s) for VCFM and 0.415N.s (IQR 0.27 - 0.453N.s) for teleoperated.

Minimizing risky contact force contributes in minimizing risk of complications, specially

vessel perforation and dissection. In this regard, the ICFC framework associates the

minimal risk, and the VCFM framework benefits less risk as of teleoperated. Tip

trajectory is analyzed to extract the tip kinematic metrics of speed, including: 1.

maximum speed (mm.s−1) 2. mean speed (mm.s−1), and 3. standard deviation of
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Figure 35: Metric results for the comparative study in cannulation tasks: (a) FIT over safe
limit,N.s, (b) MS score, (c) task completion time, s, (d) path length, mm.

speed (mm.s−1). Table 7 includes the tip motion values for manually teleoperated vs

proposed automated framework. ICFC performed cannulation tasks at a lower mean

speed, and VCFM mode was slower than traditional navigation. The mean speed was

reduced at the lower targeted safe limit (Fs = 0.2N) for both robot and operator.

The lower STD seen in ICFC framework indicates a more continuous, controlled, and

smoother motion in automated navigation than manually derived.

To further assess the GW tip motion during navigation of each mode, motion

smoothness (MS) was computed [153] as a quantitative measure of smoothness. This

factor is based on instantaneous jerk defined as third derivative of end effector position,
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Table 7: Tip kinematic metrics between automated ICF control teleoperation framework
versus manually teleoperated with and without visual ICF monitoring system.

ICFC teleoperated VCFM teleoperated teleoperated

Fs=0.2N Fs=0.25N Fs=0.2N Fs=0.25N

Max Speed, mm/s 70 70 70 70 70

Mean Speed, mm/s 13.75 15.4 15.2 17.6 23.15

STD Speed, mm/s 18.3 16.3 23.4 21.6 27.6

(J = d3x
dt3

= ˙̇ ˙xt(mm.s
−3)) and represents a change in acceleration. The jerk data is

normalized in the range of 0 to 1 to ease the interpretation of MS and to present a

relative normalized value. MS is calculated as the time-integrated squared jerk by

replacing the integration operator with its discrete-time equivalent:

MS = 1− 1

N

N∑
i=0

»
J2
x,i + J2

y,i + J2
z,i (28)

where

Ju,i =
ui+ 3

2
− 3ui+ 1

2
+ 3ui− 1

2
− ui− 3

2

∆t3
(29)

is the third-order central finite difference of discrete trajectory signal along u axis

[153]. Smoother catheterization is where change in tip acceleration is small, which

results in smaller jerk and higher normalized MS. In clinical condition, the impact

of the blood flow disturbances on the tool tip motion should be filtered prior to

jerk integration for computing MS metric. MS box chart is shown in Fig. 35 (b)

based on all experiments for different prescribed safe limit. Mean MS score were 0.65

(0.51 - 0.79) for the ICFC teleoperated, 0.46 (0.3 - 0.67) for the VCFM teleoperated,

and 0.41 (0.3 - 0.57) manual teleoperated. The ICFC framework outperformed both

visual CF monitoring framework and traditional teleoperation by 41.3% and 58.5%,

respectively. VCFM resulted in smoother motion compared to manual as the operator

could adjust insertion based on ICFmax data to avoid peaks and jerky motion; however

operator rarely achieved as smooth motion as ICFC. The other absolute quantitative
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standard metrics are task completion time (TCT) and path length (PL). PL is the

length of the curve traversed by tip over time. Fig. 35 shows the quantitative results

as the box plots with these metrics compared, TCT (s), and PL (mm). The task

completion time for ICFC teleoperated (range 37 s - 59 s, mean 46 s) was close to VCFM

teleoperated (range 32 s - 54 s, mean 44 s), but both are longer than teleoperated (range

25 s - 36 s, mean 30 s). ICFC navigation lasted longer because of the slower procedure

as ICFmax increases and the added time of automated retraction-reinsertions to relax

GW deflections. Likewise in VCFM mode, the operator slowed the insertion to prevent

ICFmax overshoot and performed trail/error. Path length of ICFC teleoperated

(555mm) is slightly greater than VCFM teleoperated (525mm), and latter is greater

than teleoperated (500mm). Retraction trials increased the tip path length 5 to 10%.

4.4.4 Discussion and Limitations

Vessel perforation, dissection, crossing through subintimal space and other compli-

cations associated with tool-tissue interactions can be minimized by limiting the

magnitude and time impact of local intraluminal contact force with the arterial wall.

The proposed semi-automated contact force control-based framework successfully

maintained ICF within the safe force limit, i.e., depicting minimal FIT over safe limit.

The automated retraction feature was able to restore stuck guidewire in the vessel

to a relaxed shape, and automated re-insertions advanced the procedure to achieve

the targeted location. Comparing the ICFC framework with manually controlled

teleoperated modes demonstrates a reduction in both ICF and total vascular insertion

force values, i.e., mean, maximum, STD, and FIT. ICFC also shows a smoother tip

motion as it damps the sudden changes in force and guidewire deflections; consequently,

it results in a lower jerk and less slip/stick in tool motion. However, ICFC procedures

took more time and longer path to complete. Quantitatively and qualitatively, the

automated robotic control outperformed manual control in the presence of visual
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ICFmax monitoring. Moreover, VCFM teleoperation compared to traditional teleoper-

ation resulted in a significant FIT reduction over safe limit and lower maximum and

mean ICFmax with no extreme peak over 0.3N . The standard deviation of forces and

tip jerk were also lower, which indicates that the operator can achieve smoother and

more stable arterial wall interactions by adjusting navigation tasks based on ICFmax

feedback. Accordingly, V IF metrics are also showing an improvement due to the use

of VCFM. Albeit VCFM shows promising results, it can be challenging for operators

to monitor and control ICF while handling navigation tasks simultaneously. The

performance could be highly dependent on operator skills, as several studies have also

highlighted the steep learning curve associated with safe carotid artery cannulation

[154, 155]. The automated system decreases user workload of top skilled operators

while improving the skills of the novice user. It can make the clinician task easier as

the robotic vascular intervention may be less stressful, less prone to complications, and

help tackle more challenging lesions. The automated robotic features can standardize

the procedure for a wide range of operators, different fatigue levels, and age.

Some limitations remained to this work and may be addressed in the future studies.

The operator was highly skilled in controlling the robotic teleoperation, but not a

clinician. The comparative results are only for one expert operator whereas more

operators with different skill levels can involve in an extensive study. The safe contact

force value in this study is set based on our experimental setup and to evaluate the

concept of the proposed method. The safe ICF level should clinically be investigated,

which depends on the targeted vessel and patient conditions, e.g., the diseased and

weaken arterial wall can be perforated at a lower force level. It is also a factor of type

and property of interventional device such as tip shape and size. On the other hand,

the reference safe force limit should be feasible to accomplish. A minimum level of

force is being applied to the vascular wall due to the lateral deflections in vasculature

which can not be avoided. The proposed system may take long to finish a task with
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an extremely low prescribed safe limit. Sometimes high contact forces are needed, e.g.

passing a lesion, perforating for shunts or anchoring, which the proposed system can

be adapted to such cases. Lastly, automated tip rotation control can be added to the

system to have a fully automated movement and to overcome excessive friction and

crossing lesion with tip spinning and wiggling.

4.5 Conclusion

Complications and risk of injury may happen in vascular tool interaction due to

overloading of intraluminal contact forces. The control of interactions with vasculature

through the entire tool shape is still unsolved, specifically for common non-steerable

guidewire and catheters. A novel control technique was proposed to limit contact

forces through the tool interaction with the vessel wall. The proposed method employs

a velocity actuated contact force controller to conduct the regulated insertion of the

tool and an automated retraction based on visual servoing of tip to relax jammed

condition. The method was deployed on robotic-assisted cannulation of carotid

arteries. The robot autonomously controls the insertion and the operator handles the

rotation in a human-robot shared control system. The proposed technique successfully

performed tool insertion with controlled ICF in the safe limit and attained retraction-

reinsertion trials once safe force limit is reached. It allows advancing vascular tools

without worrying of damage to the vessel wall. The effectiveness was demonstrated

through experiments in comparison with manual teleoperation using visual ICFmax

monitoring and traditional teleoperation. Automated ICFC framework outperformed

both manually teleoperated modes with a significantly reduced ICF, decreased force

on the phantom, improved tool motion, and lower workload. Providing ICFmax data

through the VCFM system also guided the operator to achieve improved navigation

compared to traditional teleoperated, but still risky ICF peaks have been observed.
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The more controlled tool-tissue interactions through employing intraluminal force

feedback in both automated control and visual guidance techniques can translate

into a reduction in intraoperative and post-treatment complications, e.g., perforation,

dissection, embolization, brain lesion, and stroke.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion and Future Research

Directions

5.1 Conclusion

The current practice of endovascular interventions, in both robotic and manual

manipulations, carries limited control on tool-tissue interactions. Studies reported

intraprocedural and post-treatment complications, e.g., perforation, dissection, em-

bolization, brain lesion, and stroke, due to overloading of intraluminal tool interactions

with the vasculature. The main objective of this thesis is to develop a platform for

measuring and controlling intraluminal interactions of endovascular tool with the

vessel wall in order to improve the quality and safety of intervention procedures. A

model-based method is used to estimate contact forces by simulating the tool during

the endovascular navigation procedure. The required data for the numerical model is

extracted from image feedback. By achieving intraluminal force sensing in real-time, a

robotic control method is used to maintain interactions within a safe limit. This thesis

focuses on tool-tissue contact point force at the extreme condition with the highest risk

of over-pressure on arterial wall. Methods and automation techniques are proposed and
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tested with the off-the-shelf flexible catheters and guidewires without instrumented

sensors and actuation modules. The proposed methods contribute to the development

of technologies using the current imaging feedback available in endovascular interven-

tion practice. In the second and third chapter of this thesis, an image-based force

estimation approach is developed and implemented for ICF interaction monitoring

in a robotic teleoperated navigation. In Chapter 4, an automated robotic insertion

technique is proposed to control the interaction forces.

The sensor-less contact force estimation approach proposed in Chapter 2 employs

numerical FEM modeling of an endovascular tool using image-based data. The FEM

model that was constructed from nonlinear beam elements achieves real-time solution.

The real-time image processing algorithms extracts the tool body to locate the contact

points and compute their deflection as the inputs for the FEM model. Three-point-

bending tests were performed to obtain the equivalent bending modulus of the complex

structure of a guidewire which is a fixed input in the FEM model. The force estimation

accuracy was experimentally validated through a custom-designed setup which enables

direct CF measurement on several contact point phantoms (CPP). Comparing force

estimations to real measurements under random deflection confirms proposed method

effectiveness and accuracy for multiple contact forces estimations at the side of an

interventional tool. Demonstrating that image-based approach has great potential for

simultaneous sensing of side CFs and the applicability to conventional off-the-shelf

catheters/guidewires in lack of force skin element.

In the second study, an intraluminal tool-tissue monitoring is developed using the

proposed image-based force estimation concept. The method was implemented on

cannulation of aortic arteries in a cardiovascular phantom using teleoperated robotic

navigation. The FEM beam model formulation is updated to consider shear deforma-

tions. The image processing algorithms achieve tracking contacts and computing the

required pose measurement to feed FEM model. The model continuously simulates
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tool motion as it is being navigated through cannulation procedures and estimates the

tool-arterial wall interaction forces. Tracking of multiple ICFs is successfully elicited

and the ICF contours are mapped on the arterial wall. Results suggest that RCCA

and RSA cannulations are associated with higher forces where maximal ICF is seen

at the bifurcation edge of the aortic arch. In addition to monitoring ICFs intraop-

eratively, the results can provide insight into force patterns and place of maximal

ICF to raise our understating of tool behavior. The intraprocedural stress analysis

of the tool is also achieved, a potential method for evaluation in practice to design

catheters/guidewires with enhanced efficacy. Evaluating ICF compared to the forces

exerted on the vasculature showed a gradual increase in intravascular force to large

values while resultant forces and similarly insertion forces stay relatively small. These

findings suggest the potential need for intravascular tool interaction monitoring. ICF

can be visualized intraoperatively for clinicians to minimize the risk and to optimize

the novices learning curve. The online intraluminal monitoring system also provides

insight into the design of autonomous robotic platforms that can potentially guarantee

a safe tool-tissue interactions. Proposed system can also be used as a training tool for

novice operators to provide feedback during manual manipulation.

Chapter 4 introduces a semi-automated endovascular insertion framework to

control the interaction forces. Robotic control can maintain the force limit and

perform a regulated insertion smoothing force peaks while preserving safe motions.

It essentially has a closed-loop intraluminal contact force controller that uses visual

force sensing feedback. An automated retraction feature is developed based on

visual tracking of tip position to ease ICF build-up by relaxing excessive deflections.

The proposed technique successfully advanced insertion with the ICF controller

and attained retraction-reinsertion trials by tip visual servoing. Automated force

control-based catheterization accomplished limiting interaction forces in the prescribed

safe range, damping peak ICF and restoring jammed conditions. The automated
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framework outperforms manually teleoperated framework using visual ICF monitoring

and traditional teleoperation quantitatively and qualitatively, i.e., smoother navigation,

reduced ICF, reduced vascular insertion force, and decreased operator workload.

Employing the visual ICF monitoring system in manual teleoperation also indicates

improvement in force and motion metrics compared to traditional teleoperation.

However, ICF peaks have been observed as manual handling cannot respond fast

to the sudden changes in forces. Also, it can be challenging for operator to control

ICF while handling navigation tasks simultaneously. The more controlled tool-tissue

interactions via intraluminal force information in both automated control and visual

guidance frameworks translate into a reduction in intraoperative and post-treatment

complications.

The future trend of robotic vascular system orients toward improving the quality

of procedures where human skills and abilities are limited. Automated features can

potentially be implemented to the current robotic platforms to secure a safe navigation,

reduce user workload, standardize the procedure, and support tackling complex cases.

5.1.1 Limitations

Some limitations remain to the works presented in this thesis. The proposed FEM

model uses the bending modulus profile along the tool from the distal tip toward the

proximal end. In our work, continuous variation in the flexural rigidity of the tool has

been obtained by fitting a curve to the discrete three-point-bending measurements.

However, the rigidity distribution profile can be improved by smaller sequential step

size in testing or having information about the tool mechanical properties from the

manufacturer. Mechanical properties are dependent to the type of specific vascular

tool. Also, our model considers a solid cross-section with equivalent bending modulus

whereas endovascular tools are usually made of a composite material including core

metal, polymer coating, coils, etc. This assumption should not affect force estimation
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accuracy but can affect tool’s structural stress analysis presented in Chapter 3. To

overcome this limitation, the FEM model can be updated based on each specific

endovascular tool design. Another limitation is related to the correctness of image-

based pose measurements that depends to the accuracy of camera calibration. The

imaging platform was based on an RGB webcam camera which can be improved

using a higher resolution camera or commercially available imaging systems in a

more clinically relevant test setup. Also, real-time camera calibration techniques can

be performed to increase the imaging correctness. In this thesis, the image-based

estimation has been developed considering 2D deflection of the tool to prove the

concept. Future work could address the improvement and testing with 3D imaging

with the same estimation concept. The experimental setup used in Chapters 3 and 4

may not completely capture clinical conditions. The phantom frictional forces can

be different from a human vessel. Moreover, image processing and force estimation

frequency were limited to an ordinary personal computer’s computational power, in

which a high-performance computing system could improve the sampling frequency to

a much higher value suitable for clinical control and automation applications.

5.2 Future Research Directions

The robotic endovascular intervention brought several benefits to clinicians by moving

operators away from the radiation source, adding comfort and enhancing controllability

of interventional tools. However, current robotic platforms do not address an unmet

need in treatment of cardiovascular diseases and do not bring significant clinical benefits

over conventional interventions, especially in PVI and PCI procedures. The value of

robotic systems is in delivering treatment or a task that humans struggle to achieve.

The Magellan TM system has an advanced steerable catheter for navigation through

the complex case but has been failed in the medical market due to the limited number
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of compatible therapeutic devices. The Corpath® system has been accepted in the

market as being compatible with most off-the-shelf tools and can be used for treatment

purpose as well as navigation. The recent automated feature added to the Corpath®

system is the path to improve patient care and to standardize the procedure for a

wide range of operators. Future research directions can integrate more automated and

image-guided methods to increase safety, minimize complications, facilitate complex

tasks, and more importantly increase the success rate for interventional procedures

to avoid open surgeries. Another shortcoming of the robotic platform is the lack of

tactile sensing and haptic feedback. Several studies worked on developing tactile and

haptic displays, but an ergonomic design based on clinicians conventional learning is

still missing. Also, the proximal sensing is composed of overall tool-tissue interactions

and friction between the instruments where clinicians struggle to distinguish actual

tool-tissue interactions. The tactile displays can be further improved to render local

intraluminal interaction forces in general vascular navigation and the tip CF in the

EP procedures.

Some aspects of this thesis can be improved in future works. The phantom can

be replaced with a artificial tissue made model with similar elastic properties of a

vessel wall which upgrades the setup to a more clinically relevant condition. The

experimental studies can be extended to other endovascular intervention procedures in

peripheral arteries. 3D image processing algorithm to detect and track tool-vasculature

interactions can be investigated and implemented. Machine learning algorithms have

shown promising results for image processing, which can be used for catheter-vessel

contact detection and tip tracking. The proposed image-based force monitoring can

be studied in navigating through coronary arteries, where the heart’s dynamic motion

brings method implementation to a higher complexity level. Learning-based techniques

can be investigated to track vessel motion or estimate the collisions.

Emerging development in machine learning techniques and autonomous robotic
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Figure 36: Tip rotation angle along, (a), and against, (b), the vessel curvature. Analysis
and control of tool motion can be investigated based tip rotation angle, (c), to improve the
quality of navigation and limit significant interactions.

systems can be employed to improve current state of robotic endovascular intervention.

Experts use tactile feedback in the proximal end and visual understanding based on

their experience to perform optimized navigation and minimize possible complications.

Learning from demonstration methods can be developed to extract experts navigation

techniques and reduce tool-tissue interactions while an ICF control acts as an extreme

safeguard. The expert techniques also can be integrated within automated retraction-

insertion control methods to optimize the performance and to reduce procedure time.

The safe limit of ICF used for the proposed ICF control approach can be studied.

The focus of this work was to present and prove the concept of automated force

control of intraluminal interactions. A potential study could be ex-vivo experiments

on cultivated human vessels to define the safe range of pressure/force of tools on the

internal wall. In addition to perforation, dissection, and tearing, the small injuries on

the intimia wall layer should be investigated. The safe ICF level depends on targeted

anatomy, patient condition, vessel characteristics and varies over different vascular

tools based on their design and mechanical properties.

Another research direction can study a fully autonomous system in which the

tip rotation angle is controlled and directed though bifurcations toward the object

path. Common GW tip has a J curved or angled shape. The tip rotation angle can

be controlled based on the angle with the vessel centerline, as depicted in Fig. 36.

Two planes can be fitted to the tool distal end and vessel centerline, and a control
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algorithm can be used to achieve the desired angle θi. Extracting the expert technique

based on analysis of tip deviation angle from the vessel centerline could be an idea

in learning-based automation methods. A smoother insertion procedure also can be

reached by keeping the intrinsic tip curvature of such tools along with the curvature

of the vessel centerline (see Fig. 36). It would potentially help to minimize the

number of tip contact points with the vessel and decrease the amount of deformation,

consequently resulting in lower interaction forces.

Modeling and model-based control of the tool inside the vessel is quite challenging,

considering the significant nonlinearity in the tool-tissue interactions. Another research

direction in endovascular intervention can focus on precise predictive modeling of

vascular navigation based on patient-specific parameters.
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